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editor’s LETTER
We got our crystal ball out to put together this
edition of The Scented Letter. As with every area of
our lives, change is happening in the world of
fragrance at break-neck pace – but we hope, via
this issue of the magazine, you’ll have your finger
firmly on the pulse point of that change.
Which innovations will dominate the scent world in the next few years? Turn to p.11, where
in our lead feature, trend forecaster Amanda Carr looks at the scent trends set to influence our
perfume purchasing for 2019 and beyond – from the growth in ‘sustainable’ scents and calls
from consumers for greater sourcing transparency through to gender fluidity, the continuing
desire for personalisation and a move to smaller, more portable (and affordable) bottles.
We sent Viola Levy out to do some talent-spotting for this issue. On p.20, read her feature
about the rising star perfumers tipped to be the Dominique Ropions and Anne Flipos of
tomorrow. Happily, fragrance creation still almost always requires input from real-life gifted
individuals like these. And although Artificial Intelligence is just beginning to be harnessed to
compose scents – see p.12 – I can’t say I’m looking forward to the day when a robot decides
what I’m going to be dabbing behind my ears.
Niche houses are often the ‘weathervanes’ which point to the direction perfume’s headed in.
With independent perfume houses getting snapped up by global names – allowing perfumelovers all over the world to enjoy their wares – that makes room for exciting new names in the
fragrant universe. On p.28, we offer a round-up of some of the ‘New Spritzes on the Block’ that
we’ve a hunch you’ll want to sniff out, if you don’t already know these dynamic scent start-ups.
Every year, too, new fragrance molecules make their way onto the market. Clever
technologies allow the tweaking of both natural and synthetic ingredients for perfumers to get
creative with. We’ve noted that one of the ‘hottest’ ingredients wafting its way into perfumery
happens to be cannabis – so on p.38, Suzy Nightingale explores this controversial note, along
with other exciting new molecular introductions to the perfumer’s palette.
And did you know that becoming ‘fragrance futurist’ is now an actual career option? That’s
the role that Olivia Jezler has carved out for herself, working at what she calls ‘the intersection
of smell, innovation and the human experience.’ For this future-focused edition, Maggie
Alderson Skype-chatted with the New York-based dynamo, who’s working on everything from
air quality in buildings to ways that scent can be used to enhance cognition and memory.
Prepare to have your mind blown, on p.44.
We have smelled the future. And it’s gorgeous.
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Who will create the next ‘Davidoff Cool Water’, ‘Portrait of a Lady’ or ‘YSL Paris’?
VIOLA LEVY reveals the future fragrant stars of perfumery…
IN THE realm of perfumery, there are certain ‘superstars’
whose names are spoken in hushed, reverential tones
throughout the industry and beyond. Indeed, many of
the most famous noses – Christine Nagel, Dominique
Ropion, Pierre Bourdon and Sophia Grojsman – have
amassed cult followings in their own right, with
customers waiting on tenterhooks for their next creation.
But who are the new ones to watch? We’ve handpicked
10, whose creations are definitely worth sniffing out – if
you haven’t already.

Nicolas Bonneville
The nose behind scents such as Toyko by Gallivant and
Givenchy’s Encens Divin (created with Joëlle Lerioux Patris),
Nicolas is a true perfume prodigy, who started training at
just 14. At the unheard-of age of 21, he joined Japanese
fragrance house Takasago, where he worked under
Françoise Caron and Francis Kurkdjian, joining the Fragrance
Resources creative team before heading to Firmenich. His
work is about experimenting with boundaries of perfumery;
his scent It Was A Time That Was A Time to accompany an
experimental film of the same name by British artist Shezad
Dawood. As he commented at the time: ‘[I was asked] not
to try to create a standard perfume, but something very
emotional and primitive that connected with Shezad’s film ...
For me, ambergris is the most primitive scent, and most of
the time it`s found on seashores. So it became the starting
point for the creation process.’ He’s also not afraid to put a
contemporary spin on the classics; his Muguet de Rosine for
Les Parfums de Rosine is a fresh twist on classic lily of the
valley scents like Diorissimo, with a traditional blend of rose
and jasmine, given a modern update with pear and musk.
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Julie’s unconventional childhood has certainly
influenced her perfumery style, growing up in both
Tokyo, Japan, and Paris, France. In an interview
with The Perfume Society Online, she recalled: ‘My
earliest memory is the scent of Japan. It’s the aroma
of tatami mats and wooden and papyrus screens.
It’s a blend of woodsy, papery grasses and tea… a
very natural, slightly dry woody smell.’ Graduating
from ISIPCA, Julie worked at Fragrance Resources,
under the mentorship of Pierre Bourdon, where she
learned how to first create a ‘narrative’ for a perfume
– writing the story on paper before compounding

ingredients in the lab. She also met Christine Nagel, who,
she followed to work at Mane. She has since created
scents for the likes of Armani, Lalique, Yves Saint-Laurent
and Dolce & Gabbana before being enlisted by Dom De
Vetta of Shay & Blue to create six inaugural fragrances
in 2013. Each one is distilled and blended by hand from
real flowers, fruits and spices, which clearly suits this
nature lover down to the ground. Speaking to the blog
Ca Fleure Bon she commented, ‘My mother’s garden in
Grasse is a heaven for a perfumer, a true anthology of
Mediterranean fragrant plants: Rosa centifolia, all kinds
of geraniums, jasmine, iris, tuberose… It’s just magical!’
THE scented LETTER
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ON THE SCENT OF NEWS

nosing around
For early spring, everything on the fragrance front seems to be coming up roses
– or is bathed in sunshine. We’re looking forward to this feel-good season

PRETTY, PRETTY, PRETTY

L’Occitane get in the layering act with a trio of rose Fragranced
Waters – Burst of Cheerfulness, Burst of Vitality and Burst of
Relaxation – to spritz over their Rose Eau de Toilette. The feminine,
boudoir-perfect bottles beautifully showcase these contemporary
interpretations of this classic floral note.
£49 for 50ml eau de toilette/£32 for 50ml Fragrance Water
uk.loccitane.com

oh, sunshine-y day

Thank you, Marc Jacobs, for these rays
of light – reminding us that spring really
is around the corner. Dressed up justfor-the-season are Sunshine Editions of
all four scents in the Daisy line-up: Daisy
Dream, Daisy Eau So Fresh, Daisy Love
– and of course the original Daisy, too.
It’s impossible not to have a smile on
your face when you see (or better still,
spritz) these limited editions.
£57 each for 50ml (Eau So Fresh is a
75ml) theperfumeshop.com
6 THE scented LETTER

For the first time, The Perfume Society has collaborated
with Beauty Bible to curate a selection of amazing skin
and body treats that invite you to tune in with all your
senses, including many Beauty Bible Award-winning
products. (Oh, and there’s a bar of Green & Black’s in

there, to nibble on while you indulge, too!) Feeling a bit
wobbly, in these uncertain times? We think The FeelGood Box is the perfect antidote.
£19 (£15 to Perfume Society V.I.P. Club Members) + p&p
perfumesociety.org

TOP TIP

roses, roses, all the way

Run, don’t walk, to get your hands on the
new Diptyque Centifolia & Damascena Roses
collection: everything from scented candles
to their signature ovals, via rose-infused
Face Oil, Hand and Body Lotion, and – oh,
how our hearts truly skip a beat – Scented
Drawer Liners. Ravishingly rosily packaged.
From £20-75 diptyqueparis.com

SMALLS WONDERS

Now you can embellish your most beloved Jo Malone London
scent by selecting a bejewelled birthstone cap. Karen Elson’s
Birthstones by Duffy for Jo Malone London are handcrafted by
British jeweller Duffy, designed by the model-slash-chanteuseslash-brand-ambassador. Choose your desired gem alongside any
of their 50ml and 100ml Colognes to crown them in all their glory.
£250 per cap jomalone.co.uk

Maybe save these for your
very flimsiest of flimsies, but
either of these detergent
collaborations between two
cult New York names – Le
Labo and The Laundress –
will make anything washed
in them smell exquisite.
Choose from Rose 31 or
Santal 33 scents. (We’re
torn, we’re torn.)
£42 for 475ml
selfridges.com
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ON THE SCENT OF NEWS

mwah, mwah

TA-DAH!

We’re thrilled to tell you that The
Perfume Society has been nominated
for five Jasmine Awards 2019 from The
Fragrance Foundation. Nominations
are for Kate O’Brien’s online article
‘Ireland as a Muse’, Suzy Nightingale’s
articles ‘Frills & Spills’ and ‘Best
of British’, in The Scented Letter,
as well as an entire edition of this
magazine, ‘The Scented Alphabet’,
in the Best Practical Guide category.
Oh, and our Smellfie Campaign 2018
is again nominated for Best Social
Engagement. Watch this space: results
will be revealed on 21st March.
thejasmineawards.co.uk

Fornasetti’s iconic Rosetti ‘lipstick’ design has been emblazoned over a new
home fragrance collection infused with their lush Flora fragrance, abloom
with iris, orange blossom, jasmine, tuberose, lily of the valley and white rose.
And honestly, we could kiss them for it.
From £100-175 selfridges.com

goutal gorgeousness

SWEET TALK

4160 Tuesdays have collaborated
with chocolate-maker Lucy Savage
of Handmade in Ealing on a trio of
treats, inspired by namesake scents
from their collection. Scenthusiasm is
dark chocolate flavoured with juniper,
citrus oils and candied peel; Rosa
Ribes’ ruby chocolate has crystallised
rose petals, natural raspberry and
rose essences, while Over the
Chocolate Shop is brought to life with
a blend of milk and dark chocolate,
ground coffee, cocoa nibs, hazelnuts
and vanilla.
£8 for 110g 4160tuesdays.com
8 THE scented LETTER

We’ve got to hand it to Goutal Paris – their new handcare collection is just
divine. Hand Creams and Liquid Hand Soaps come in a trio of shareable
scents – opulent Orient, breezily citrusy Italie and florabundant Jardin.
Oh, happy, happy hands of ours!
Hand Cream/£25 for 40ml Liquid Soap/£31 for 300ml harveynichols.com

+
G ucci, G ucci,

PERFECTLY PALETTE-ABLE

coo!

Gucci Creative Director Alessandro Michele collaborated with genius
perfumer Alberto Morillas on The Alchemist’s Garden – a covetable
collection showcased in exquisite porcelain bottles that wouldn’t have
looked out of place on Marie Antoinette’s dressing table. ‘Each oil or
floral water of the collection can be layered with each eau de parfum,’
explains Morillas. ‘Just play with the scent to find your favourite, as an
alchemist would work to find the formula for gold.’ The fragrances hero
a main ingredient: oudh, amber, violet, iris, mimosa, rose and woods,
with seven eaux de parfum, four perfume oils, three acque profumate
(floral waters), plus a candle. We’d be happy with any single one.
£180-£355 harrods.com

A new option for layering Jo
Malone London fragrances: two
solid fragrances can be slotted
into the chic black palettes (which
are airport-security-friendly, too).
10 fragrances including Lime Basil
& Mandarin, Wood Sage & Sea
Salt and Blackberry & Bay.
Palette/£24; Solid Perfumes/
£14 -16 jomalone.co.uk

TIME FOR TEA ROSE

LICKBAIT

Smith & Sinclair invite perfume-lovers
to ‘Lick Your Scent’ with a new range
of olfactory garnishes, in Pear &
Vanilla, Cherry Blossom & Mandarin or
Watermelon & Citrus. You can spritz
any of them over a G&T – or, they
cheekily propose: ‘You can wear it like a
fragrance and have it licked off, too (we
don’t make the rules).’
£50 for 3 x 50ml or £20 individually
smithandsinclair.com

Inspired by the quintessentially
English tradition of taking
afternoon tea, Noble Isle have
partnered with JING Tea – who
supply 5-star hotels and over
90 Michelin-starred restaurants
worldwide – on an exquisite Tea
Rose range comprising luxury
Hand Wash, Hand Lotion, Bubble
Bath & Shower Gel and Body
Cream. Delightfully reviving, the
lot of them.
£18-£38 nobleisle.com

get set to
#smellfie again
Date for your diary: The Perfume
Society’s Jasmine Award-winning
social media funfest will be
happening again on 21st March
2019 (International Fragrance
Day). Watch our social accounts
@theperfumesociety (Insta) and
@Perfume_Society (Twitter) for
how to join in the fun.
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TRENDWATCH

THE FUTURE OF

fragrance

AMANDA CARR – trend forecaster for WGSN and
regular contributor to The Scented Letter – looks into
her crystal ball for the scent trends set to influence our
perfume purchasing in 2019 and beyond

VICTORIA HEATH ON UNSPLASH

‘SEISMIC SHIFTS

are
occurring within the world of
perfume.’ But don’t take it from
me – take it from Euromonitor
International’s beauty and fashion
research manager, Hannah Symons,
who had attendees at the World
Perfume Congress last year reaching
for their collective smelling salts
when she made that pronouncement.
Innovative new brands and a
more demanding consumer, she
explained, are disrupting traditional
thinking in the fragrance industry.
And the bottom line is: we may not
be wearing gilets jaunes – but as
shoppers, it’s you and me who are
driving this disruption.
Today, we’re much better
informed as perfume shoppers –
thanks to a decade of social media,
blogs and indeed The Perfume
Society itself, helping to educate
the perfume-lover. But we’re
also increasingly curious about
what we’re buying, demanding
transparency: what is in that bottle,
where did it come from – and is it
planet-friendly?
Our tastes are becoming bolder,
thanks to the influence of niche
perfumery – but at the same time as
building our fragrance wardrobes
with these fascinating and upscale
scents, we’re looking for well-priced,
good quality fragrances to fill the
‘gaps’ in that wardrobe. Think of it
as the equivalent of shopping for
Uniqlo and & Other Stories, to sit
alongside investment purchases from
Paul Smith or Chanel.
And of course, it’s now all about
‘me, me, me’ – with the trend for
personalisation clearly not going
away anytime soon. We want smaller,
more affordable sizes, too – and for
younger consumers, it’s about how
a fragrance makes us feel as well as
what it smells like.
Luckily for us, brands are working
hard to keep us happy. So here
are some key trends which will be
moving the perfume world’s tectonic
plates in 2019.

12 THE scented LETTER

Scenting the internet
Perfume brands understand they
have to make the web a more
fragrance-friendly place, because
we’re all moving online. But with the
invention of computers that actually
allow you to smell what you’re
reading about still a distant twinkle
in boffins’ eyes, the challenge is just
how to bring scent alive right now,
in 2019, as we surf the net.
Those doing so successfully
include direct-to-customer
fragrance brands such as Abbott
NYC (currently available in the US),
who are winning customers with
beautifully engaging, lifestyle-based
websites, featuring Spotify playlists,
gorgeous mood board imagery
and tempting discovery boxes, all
available via our computer screens.
Sillages Paris targets millennials’
digital fluency with a customisable,
online fragrance service. Following

a fun questionnaire, an algorithm
creates a profile of ingredients that
are combined into three versions
of a fragrance, overseen by expert
in-house noses, which can then be
tried at home. This up-and-coming
brand has recently received funding
from L’Oréal’s new corporate
venture capital fund, a clear marker
that the future of fragrance is
digital. (Although if you’re over, oh,
about 19, you might want to turn
the sounds off on your computer
while trying out their website – is
buying fragrance ever easier with a
pumping bass booming out in the
background…?)
The Sommelier du Parfum app,
meanwhile, harnesses AI (Artificial
Intelligence) to help select a
match for you from its database
of perfumes – it actually asks
you questions via a Messenger

TRENDWATCH

The Berber women who
harvest for Sana Jardin

Planet-friendly perfume

dialogue on your phone. (File under:
interesting – but glitchy, when we
tried it.) IBM also recently used
AI technology to help the global
fragrance company Symrise create
two new fragrances for Brazilian
brand O Boticário – but my feeling
is that Artificial Intelligence may
be better used trying to help
the consumer make sense of the
multitude of beautiful fragrances
already on the market.
Just to underline how many of
us are sleuthing out new fragrances
online, The Perfume Society’s own
Find-A-Fragrance online database
made a record 1.3 million+ fragrance
recommendations to scent-lovers
who visited the website in 2018.
Being able to find a new scent
love (or a gift for a friend) at the
touch of a keystroke is what we all
want, now.

How to make fragrance more
sustainable is currently a huge
challenge for the industry. Customers
want brands to take the subject as
seriously as they do, while perfume
makers are concerned to secure
the future of over-farmed and even
endangered ingredients, at the same
time as leaving a lighter footprint on
the planet. So ‘sustainability’ is a word
very much on the lips of everyone
working in fragrance.
Offering refill services for bottles
is a positive start. Mugler pioneered
some years back this with The Source,
while 4160 Tuesdays invites you to
send empty bottle back to its HQ
to be refilled at up to 25% less than
buying a new bottle. Le Labo, too, will
refill bottles with a fresh, hand-made
batch of the same scent (at a 20%
discount), while upscale refill services
are offered by Caron and Guerlain at
their Paris fragrance boutiques.
État Libre d’Orange’s I Am Trash
does things a little differently. Created

by Givaudan, this beautiful scent
is made entirely from fragrance
industry waste, demonstrating huge
potential. Moroccan orange flower
water produced as a by-product from
Sana Jardin’s fragrances, meanwhile,
is given away to the workers who
harvest and distill it, encouraging
them to make useful products with
this waste material and helping them
with a route to market.
Packaging is also under scrutiny.
Floral Street’s recyclable egg-box
packaging has won awards for
its stylish compostable design,
while Phlur is another direct-tocustomer brand with a pledge to
use ‘nothing toxic’ for the planet
or people. It uses 20% recycled
glass in its bottles, vegetablebased (therefore recyclable) paint,
100% post-consumer cardboard
for the boxes and demonstrates
a clear commitment to upgrading
the sustainability of every aspect of
fragrance production.

I Am Trash is
created from
fragrance
industry
waste
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What’s in the bottle?
Yes, just what IS in the bottle…?
Strongly linked to scent-lovers seeking
more sustainable products, we’re
seeing informed customers who also
want to know exactly what’s inside
their bottle. Influenced by farm-toplate food, the beauty science-geek
explosion (and of course, the
naturals –v– synthetics conversation),
greater transparency towards
ingredients will be a key trend.
Perfumer Christophe Laudamiel
launched The ZOO collection with
a mandate to be super-transparent
about what goes into his fragrances
and why. Its engaging website (below)
explains every aspect of labelling and
what’s in the bottle – up to a point; he
doesn’t list every ingredient.
But new French brand J.U.S. goes
one step further, offering open source
information on each of its fragrance
formulas – traditionally a closelyguarded secret among perfumers – to

14 THE scented LETTER

Ostens put harvest
batch numbers on
bottles; The Zoo
(below) explain
what terms on
labels mean

engage the info-hungry consumer.
Its perfumers list the exact amount
of each ingredient used as well as
explaining the route to creation on its
website, while as much as possible is
upcycled from the production process,
double-using any waste product that
can be given new life. Their (often
vintage glass) bottles are all reusable,
too, via J.U.S.’s 200ml foil refill packs.
Ostens, the beautiful new niche
brand from industry insiders Laurent
Delafon and Christopher Yu (see The
Scented Letter Issue 34), has partnered
with Laboratoires Monique Rémy,
one of the world’s leading suppliers
of fully sustainable ingredients, to
create fragrances which spotlight the
quality and provenance of everything
in the bottle. Each perfume is created
around a hero ingredient, such as
rose or jasmine, offered as a single
note oil and an eau de parfum, with
the exact concentration and origin of
ingredients detailed with intelligent
clarity on its website.

IFF/LMR NATURALS

TRENDWATCH

CREDIT: ADOBE STOCK/AUGUSTINO

Gender neutrality
With gender in all its forms under
review, this is inevitably affecting
fragrance construction and
storytelling. Young consumers are
drawn to gender-neutral products and
unisex fragrance is one of the fastest
growing sectors for all ages. Liberty
London reported that gender-neutral
scents sales grew by 40% in 2018 – so
expect to drop all your preconceived
ideas about what masculine and
feminine scent means in 2019.
The perfumer with his finger on the
fragrant pulse of any trend is Francis
Kurkdjian, whose company Maison
Francis Kurkdjian has just launched
the Gentle Fluidity collection of two,
deliberately shareable fragrances.

They both contain the same 49
ingredients, but used in differing
amounts, so ‘Gentle fluidity’, with its
sleek silver cap, is a woody aromatic,
with top notes of juniper berry and

Francis Kurkdjian’s Gentle Fluidity duo

nutmeg oil. The gold-capped ‘gentle
Fluidity’ is a musky Oriental with a
heart of coriander oil, soft musk and
sweet vanilla. Kurkdjian claims there is
no feminine or masculine here, just a
sharing of personality and sensitivity
between all genders. (And yes, they
do share the same name – but with
different letters capitalised.)
In the same spirit, Barcelonabased niche brand 27 87, founded
by Romy Kowalewski, has launched
Gender Bliss, an easy-going, woody
fragrance, inspired by the ‘desire of
today’s generation to be unique and
unrestrained by social expectations’.
2019 is all about following your own
scented pathway.
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Sign your
name (or the
recipient’s) on
Floris’s A Rose
For... label (left).
Or to create a
personal blend,
layer on Gucci’s
The Alchemist’s
Garden (below)

Just for me
Just as consumers don’t want to be
dictated to about gender, they don’t
want to smell like everyone else
either – hence the trend for a more
unique-to-me smell. Today, it’s about
individual scent signatures rather than
wafting around in a single signature
scent, with an emphasis increasingly
on layering and personalisation.
Gucci, darlings of the fashion
world, have upscaled their fragrance
portfolio with The Alchemist’s Garden,
a stunning assortment of 14 decadent
‘couture’ fragrance oils, scented
waters and perfumes. Created in
collaboration with Master Perfumer
Alberto Morillas, these are designed
to be layered over each other to
create a personalised scent signature
for whoever wears it, with fragrances
showcased in Instagram-worthy,
decorative bottles.
Ormonde Jayne’s Made-To16 THE scented LETTER

Measure service allows customers to
pick a specific level of the fragrance
oil concentration for their favourite
scent. The customisation is overseen
by founder Linda Pilkington, with the
fragrance presented in a personalised
flacon – a more accessibly-priced
way to acquire a just-for-you scent
than commissioning a truly bespoke
creation from scratch.
Floris, interestingly, have long
offered a service which creates a
personalised variation of their portfolio
of fragrances – but their new A Rose
For… fragrance rolls this out to the
perfume-loving masses via a gorgeous
unisex rose scent accessorised with
a gold pen with which to customise
the label on the bottle and the box to
make the scent properly yours.
When someone stops you in the
street and asks whose perfume you’re
wearing, more and more you will
be able to reply, simply and with a
knowing smile, ‘Mine.’

TRENDWATCH

Pop-up perfume

DIPTYQUE/BYREDO/TIFFANY & CO.

Shopping behaviour is changing fast.
We’re not just moving online; we’re
also looking for experiences rather
than just to acquire more ‘stuff’. As a
result, brands are looking for exciting
and playful ways to reach customers –
hence the surge in experiential pop-up
perfume concepts.
The Perfume Society has, again,
been well ahead of the trend with
a schedule of engaging event
collaborations with perfume houses to
offer customers a joyful and immersive
experience with perfume, in many
different environments.
Other best-in-show examples
include Diptyque, who’ve celebrated
their 50th anniversary with a globally
travelling pop-up store, featuring
beautiful displays of their most iconic
fragrances and chill-out areas for
visitors to experiment with perfume.
Uber-cool Swedish brand BYREDO
took its Eleventh Hour pop-up to Paris
recently, opening in the Marais with a
quirky combination of – yes, really –
camping products focused around its
newest launch, Eleventh Hour’.
To mark their launch, Tiffany
dominated the concourse at St
Pancras Station in the countdown to
Christmas with a vast tree, a service
offering personalised bottles and even
a fragrance vending machine.
With these pop-up scent-surround
immersions launched with very little
advance warning (even to journalists),
it’s much too early to give you the
heads-up on exactly where perfume
will be popping up in 2019.
But we can confidently predict
another year of scented excitement,
far away from the traditional countertop spritzing environment.

Blink-and-you’llmiss them pop-ups
from (top to
bottom) Tiffany,
Diptyque, BYREDO
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Montages of
storytelling visuals
from Kierin NYC

The Modern Storyteller

Visitors to the Kierin NYC website can hear ‘lifestyle
memory-moments’ read aloud as poetry
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Increasingly, it’s all about the story
– because quite simply, people love
nothing more than stories about places,
people, ingredients. But there are
definitely some scent equivalents of
page-turners capturing the imagination,
as fragrance storytelling enjoys a
contemporary makeover.
It could be said that fragrance
marketing has almost always used
storytelling. But these new kids on the
block are taking it to another level.
Describing themselves as ‘artistic,
genderless and individualistic’, Kierin
NYC are a new brand from the US which
perfectly personifies this new direction.
Launching via ASOS this spring, all
four scents use what they call ‘lifestyle
memory-moments’ as inspiration,
which are read aloud like poetry via the
website. So Sunday Brunch celebrates a
weekend ritual with friends, while Santal
Sky conjures up a walk in the park.
The website feels more indie
design magazine than perfume store,
with thoughtful information on the
perfumer involved (Matthieu Nardin), the
ingredients and the brand’s ‘clean and
conscious’ stand on sustainablity.

TRENDWATCH

Reinventing Heritage
With scent-smart new perfume houses
snapping at the heels of the traditional
fragrance names, you’d be forgiven for
thinking they’d cornered the market in
innovation. But heritage brands (and
even fragrance families) are reinventing
themselves, too.
From Joy by Dior – a quantum leap
from Jean Patou’s original Joy, with
its musky brightness and millennial
pink-tinged juice – to Olivier Polge’s
uplifting Chanel No5 L’Eau, the classics
are being reinvented and reworked.
And one fragrance family, in
particular, is being revisited for (and
discovered by) a new generation:
the Chypre. Considered by those-inthe-know to be the most classically
sophisticated of all families, Chypres
are now being given a fresh spin that
makes them feel utterly modern.
Offering a lighter, more
contemporary take on Chypre is Floris’s
gorgeously elegant Chypress, which
is softened with orange flower and
a light touch of vanilla in the base.
Floral Street’s award winning Chypre
Sublime is another beautiful, flowerpacked neo-Chypre. And the word on
the streets is that we may finally get a
Chypre addition to Diptyque’s fragrant
line-up, sometime in the not-toodistant future…

Above: H&M’s candy-coloured collection of affordable fragrances

Small (and/or inexpensive) is beautiful
Fragrance is also being downsized,
in response to consumer demand.
Smaller 30ml bottles – like those
just introduced by none other than
Frédéric Malle – are less risky buys,
fitting more easily into busy, on-the-go
lifestyles. (And handbags.)
Over at fashion behemoth H&M,
an extensive collection of modern
fragrances has just launched, offering
a sophisticated take on fast-fashion
perfumes for its young customers. The
25-strong scent range comes in varying
concentrations, some single notes and
others more complex. Pear, Vanilla,
Choc and Yuzu sit alongside T-shirt,
Flowerscape and Raconteuse,
composed by top perfumers Olivier
Pescheux and Nisrine Bouazzaoui
Grillié from Givaudan. The nicheinspired bottles start at a dinky
10ml size. And now that many of us
are buying fewer clothes, expect
fragrance to enjoy a higher profile
on the fashion floor.
On The Perfume Society’s
website, reflecting this trend,
fragrance brands’ own collections
of hand luggage-friendly sizes
of fragrances – from Escentric
Molecules, Anima Vinci, Angela

Flanders and more – are flying out of
the door faster than ever.
As, of course, are the Society’s
own Discovery Boxes – perfect intros
to new scents. And if you read the
accompanying online Smelling Notes
as you work your way through these
bijou bottles, you’ll discover that
actually, it is already possible to ‘bring
the internet alive’.
While we wait impatiently for Apple
to come up with a computer that wafts
actual perfume at us.

Frédéric Malle downsizes to a new 30ml
size – for travelling (and trialling)
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PERFUME GENIUS

RISING
STARS

Who will create the next Davidoff Cool Water, Portrait of a Lady or YSL Paris?
VIOLA LEVY reveals the future fragrant stars of perfumery…
IN THE realm of perfumery, there are certain ‘superstars’
whose names are spoken in hushed, reverential tones
throughout the industry and beyond. Indeed, many of
the most famous noses have amassed cult followings in
their own right, with customers waiting on tenterhooks
for their next creation. But who are the new perfumers
to watch? And how did they get where they are today?
We’ve handpicked 10, who we tip to be the Dominique
Ropions and the Anne Flipos of tomorrow

Nicolas Bonneville
The nose behind scents such as Toyko by Gallivant and
Givenchy’s Encens Divin (created with Joëlle Lerioux Patris),
Nicolas is a true perfume prodigy, who started training at
just 14. At the unheard-of age of 21, the Frenchman joined
Japanese fragrance house Takasago, where he worked under
Françoise Caron and Francis Kurkdjian, joining the Fragrance
Resources creative team before heading to Firmenich.
His work is about experimenting with the boundaries of
perfumery. His creation It Was A Time That Was A Time was
made to accompany an experimental film of the same name
by British artist Shezad Dawood. As he commented at the
time: ‘[I was asked] not to try to make a standard perfume,
but something very emotional and primitive that connected
with Shezad’s film. Ambergris became the starting point for
the creation process. For me, it is is the most primitive scent.
Most of the time it’s just found on seashores.’
He’s not afraid to put a contemporary spin on the classics.
Muguet de Rosine for Les Parfums de Rosine is a fresh twist
on lily of the valley scents like Diorissimo, with a traditional
blend of rose and jasmine, updated with pear and musk.
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Nicolas Bonneville, whose
perfume training stated at
the precious age of 14

Julie Massé
Growing up between Tokyo and Paris, Julie’s
unconventional childhood influenced her perfumery
style. In an interview with The Perfume Society
online, she recalled: ‘My earliest memory is the scent
of Japan, the aroma of tatami mats and wooden
and papyrus screens. It’s a blend of woods, papery
grasses and tea… a very natural, slightly dry smell.’
Graduating from ISIPCA, Julie worked at Fragrance
Resources, under the mentorship of Pierre Bourdon,
where she learned how to first create a ‘narrative’
for a perfume – writing the story on paper before
compounding ingredients in the lab. She also met

Christine Nagel, who she followed to work at Mane.
Julie has since created scents for Armani, Lalique, YSL
and Dolce & Gabbana before being enlisted by Dom De
Vetta of Shay & Blue to work alongside him. Each Shay &
Blue creation is distilled and blended by hand from real
flowers, fruits and spices, which clearly suits this naturelover down to the ground.
Speaking to the blog Ca Fleure Bon she commented:
‘My mother’s garden in Grasse is heaven for a perfumer,
a true anthology of Mediterranean fragrant plants: Rosa
centifolia, all kinds of geraniums, jasmine, iris, tuberose…
It’s just magical!’
THE scented LETTER
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Caroline Dumur

Bruno Jovanovic
It’s a familiar anecdote: the perfumer remembers
being kissed goodbye by their mother and
being left with a lingering odour of her scent.
But in Bruno’s case, his concoction Neo Fur –
which was inspired by just such a memory – is
something extra-special. Created in 2018 for
IFF’s annual Speed Smelling event, it evoked
his mother’s fur coats, doused in leathery 1950s
perfume Cabochard, along with a trace of lipstick
– inspiring The Scented Letter’s editor Jo Fairley
to proclaim Neo Fur as one of the best modern
Chypres she’d yet encountered.
Bruno is well-known for being inspired by
classic scents of yesteryear, while still remaining
experimental and relevant. Coming from relatively
humble beginnings in France, his parents both
worked long hours, so he’d head to his mother’s
dressing table to smell her perfumes whenever he
missed her. In department stores, he would load
up on samples to add to his stash, to the chagrin
of the sales assistants.
Told by a school careers advisor he would never
get into ISIPCA, Bruno proved them wrong. Now a
solid star at IFF, he has created scents for Frédéric
Malle (Monsieur, Dans Mon Lit and Dries Van
Noten), as well as for designers such as Coach,
Donna Karan, Calvin Klein and Armani.
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Like many perfumers, Caroline nurtured her love
of scent while growing up in the countryside,
where the Northern French region of Picardy
offered up aromas of sweet waffles, Maroilles
cheese and fresh hay from the barn.
This sparked a single-minded ambition to
become a perfumer, which eventually led her to
IFF, armed with an ISIPCA diploma. Working as
a trainee, she would compound formulas for the
perfumers during the day, while concocting her
own personal projects at night.
Her unswerving devotion was spotted by VicePresident Perfumer Anne Flipo, who took her
under her wing as an apprentice for three years;
out of that partnership, the pair created Sweet
for Lolita Lempicka, an olfactory sweetshop of a
scent, to be followed by the lighter So Sweet. This
power duo was also behind the successful Pure XS
by Paco Rabanne.

Mathieu Nardin

Ane Ayo

.

In common with many perfumers, Ane’s love affair
with fragrance began at a very young age. ‘I have a
memory of a game that my father gave me when I was
just four years old; it included a small perfume organ
that “played” certain olfactive notes. I also loved being
in the garden with all of its flowers and their beautiful
scents,’ she tells us.
Growing up in Spain, Ane’s knowledge of perfumery
was scant until she read an article about perfumer
Alberto Morillas and realised that this passion could
become her profession. So at 25, she headed to France
to join the Grasse Institute of Perfumery and has never
looked back.
Counting fashion, painting, dance and architecture
among her inspirations, she recently dazzled the
fragrance world with her 2018 creation Pink Paradise
for Lalique’s Les Compositions Parfumées collection.
She describes the fragrance as being conceived ‘in a
flight of poetry. I wanted to find a new way of expressing
mineral and woody notes. To make them limpid, yet as
downy as a cloud.’

Mathieu grew up in France’s fragrant heartland
of Grasse, and as a child would help his
grandparents pick roses and jasmine in their
fields – citing the smells of fresh jasmine in the
morning among his earliest scent memories.
Coming from a family of perfumers, his future
vocation was apparent from a young age, and he
headed to fragrance house Robertet at just 13 for
a work experience placement. After honing his
craft at Versailles’s renowned fragrance school
ISIPCA, he joined Robertet as a perfumer.
Mathieu has found himself working extensively
with Jo Malone London (including the soonto-be-unveiled new Wild Flowers & Weeds
collection, created with Louise Turner). Miller
Harris also chose him to work on a fragrance duo
with Bertrand Duchaufour, with each perfumer
creating his own scented interpretation of F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s novel Tender Is The Night. His answer
to that creative brief, Scherzo, is a kaleidoscope
of bright tangerine, evocative red rose and
enveloping earthy patchouli, together with ‘a
sprinkling of sugar.’
Mathieu is also the nose behind the
wonderfully romantic Tenue de Soirée by Goutal
Paris and Anna Sui’s L’Amour Rose Versailles.
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Emilie Coppermann
Deciding at the tender age of 13 that she
wanted to become a perfumer, Emilie studied
organic chemistry and went on to complete
her training at ISIPCA in Versailles. She swiftly
joined fragrance house Symrise where she
caught the attention of renowned perfumers
Jean-Louis Sieuzac and Dominique Ropion,
who became her mentors. Other famous noses
she has trained with are Bertrand Duchaufour
and Jean Claude Ellena – and it surely can’t
be long before this French perfumer’s name is
ranked alongside them.
Over her career, Emilie has garnered a
number of awards for her work including the
coveted Prix François Coty in 2018 (notable
previous winners include Alberto Morillas,
Dominique Ropion and Christine Nagel) and
the Lalique Prize for ‘ Talents du Luxe’ in 2011.
Clearly already a ‘name’ and well on her way
to becoming an industry legend, Emilie has
created perfumes for a swathe of designers
such as Givenchy, Carolina Herrera, Burberry,
and Balmain, as well as Velvet Hour for Kate
Moss in 2007. She has frequently worked with
Karl Lagerfeld who enlisted her talents for his
Les Parfums Matières collection.
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Julien Rasquinet
Julien grew up in Paris but his fragrant memories
were formed in the Normandy countryside,
where his family would go at weekends, and he
could breathe in cut grass and overripe apples.
His path into perfumery wasn’t conventional.
‘I was too shy and believed I didn’t have the
necessary background, as I graduated from a
business school, not from ISIPCA.’ A chance
encounter with Pierre Bourdon changed all of
that and he ended up being trained under the
master perfumer for three years. Since then he
has worked across a number of brands in Paris
and Dubai where he was stationed for several
years, creating for IFF Middle East customers.
Notable Rasquinet scents include Iris Cendré
for French label Naomi Goodsir, This Is Not a
Blue Bottle for Histoires de Parfums and the
entire Elegantes collection.
We were particularly taken with a concoction
he presented at IFF’s annual Speed Smelling
event in 2018. Entitled Myrrhveilleux [a pun on
‘marvellous’], it’s designed to evoke the ancient
tradition of burning incense: the spark of flint
to make a flame, the rising smoke and crackling
wood. Containing a good dose of myrrh (8-10%),
it’s proof he’s not afraid to push the envelope.

.

.
.
Pierre-ConstantinG uéros
Pierre initially wanted to become an
archaeologist or a fashion designer like his
father. In fact, his earliest scent memories
were in the latter’s atelier, among the
leathers and furs, helping to shape the rich,
enveloping character of his fragrances.
The creative force behind Carolina
Herrera’s Herrera Confidential collection,
as well as Odin New York’s 02 Owari and
Bill Blass Couture 1, the Parisian’s work
has elements of ‘old school’ perfumery,
echoing a time when scents were designed
to be worn with elbow-length gloves and
sequined gowns.
Another graduate of ISIPCA, he joined
Drom fragrance house in Germany first as
an evaluator, then as a trainee perfumer.
Since then, work has taken him to New
York, Germany and Dubai, and now to his
home town of Paris, where he works for the
fragrance house Symrise. Speaking to Ca
Fleure Bon he noted, ‘Paris is still one of the
only big cities in the world where bread is
baked every day on every corner, people
work and live at the same place. [It] is for
me a never-ending source of inspiration.’

Nelly Hachem-Ruiz
Not coming from a family of perfumers, Nelly
has blazed her own trail, studying perfumes,
flavours and cosmetics at the University of
Le Havre, followed by training stints at IFF,
Guerlain and the Yves Rocher group, where she
specialised in technical perfumery.
After several years spent learning the ropes
of technical formulation, Emilie went on to join
the IFF fine fragrance perfumery team, where
she was mentored by Vice-President Perfumer
Sophie Labbé. A keen traveller, she regularly
scours the globe for her next scent inspiration,
drawn to deep and complex materials such as
osmanthus, patchouli and myrrh.
One of the most fascinating projects this IFF
perfumer has worked on was Discover Clean
Air, which recreates the olfactory atmosphere
of Norway’s pine forests. This was part of the
pioneering Pollution Pods project by Michael
Pinsky (briefly on show here at Somerset House
last year), designed to bring about a more
visceral awareness of climate change.
At the other end of the spectrum, Nelly
created Only The Brave Street for Diesel, David
Beckham Beyond and Yardley’s Hermina,
proving she is nothing if not versatile.
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AN AROMATIC LIFE

MEMORIES, DREAMS,
REFLECTIONS
Amouage’s CHRISTOPHER CHONG is the only Creative
Director of a perfume house with two degree in the arts, a
former career running a model agency and operatic training –
all of which add up to a fascinating life in smells
What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling? The smell of
freshly sharpened pencils takes me
back to when I first started school
at the age of four. It was a time of
happiness in its true sense that has
been lost with the complications of life.
When did you realise that scent was
really important to you? Before the
age of the internet, when information
was not readily available at your
fingertips, I made a weekend trip to
Paris. (This was some years before
I started at Amouage). I discovered
the perfume house Caron and it
really changed my perception and
understanding about perfumes.
Before that trip, I thought perfume
was only what we saw in the ads and
commercials. Caron gave me the
understanding that it was an art form
with many layers of narratives. Before,
I had never really given perfume any
thought other than it was a daily
routine of a spray to smell fresh and
pleasant. Caron altered that perception
and I learned to smell with my heart.
What’s your favourite scented flower?
I love tuberose because it’s bewitching
and magical. I find its rawness contains
a lot of depth, giving the wearer many
nuances to interpret.
What was the first fragrance you were
given? I’m still waiting to be given one.
What was the first fragrance you
bought for yourself? Pierre Cardin’s
Eau de Cologne. I was 14 and felt like
such a grown-up when I went to buy
it at the pharmacy. I remember it as
being quite potent; it might have been
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the original formulation because it
was a long time ago.
I think I might have oversprayed
myself with it every morning before I
went to school – no wonder I didn’t
have any friends! But it was a time of
comparative innocence because we
didn’t have the internet to Google for
information on how to wear fragrance.
Have you had different fragrances
for different phases of your life?
Definitely. In the 1980s, I wore the
‘power scents’. There were fewer
releases in the Eighties and I loved
the anticipation, which made the
perfumes much more exciting. There
were fewer restrictions with the
formulations, too.
In the 1990s, I was captivated by
the Calvin Klein ckone movement; I
wanted something clean and fresh
because I was into minimalism. In
the 2000s, I went backwards and
discovered the age of great perfume
brands from the early 20th Century.
Now, I am either no scent or opulence
– never anything in between.
The smell that always makes me feel
happy is... honesty. I’m euphoric when
I smell something that doesn’t come
with any superficial descriptions.
Taking me on a journey is great, but
I am bored with the usual generic
marketing. So bored that I find
happiness in days when I don’t wear
any scent.
The smell that always makes me
feel a bit sad... is oudh. There are
too many fake oudhs on the market.
It makes me sad when I see perfumes
packaged as the real McCoy, but

what’s inside is basically synthetic and
doesn’t even smell anything remotely
like the real thing.
The scent that I love on a man is...
spicy fragrance, particularly with
a note of cumin. I find it raw and
masculine. It’s very sexy.
The scent I love to smell on a
woman... is the scent of rose,
because it’s ageless. No matter what
age she is, rose always enhances her
natural beauty.
The fragrance from the past that
I’ve always wanted to smell is... the
original Guerlain Mitsouko.
What is your favourite book about
fragrance? I don’t read any books
about fragrance because I feel I
need to detach myself from such
resources, or else my life would be
overwhelmed with perfumery.
If there’s anything I need to find
out about perfume, I’m very fortunate
that I have a lot of support in the
perfume industry to answer any
technical query. Since my style of
working is more conceptual than
technical, I find reading books in
other areas much more inspirational
for what I do.
For instance, the latest Opus XI
from the Library Collection is inspired
by Edward Said’s Orientalism, in
which I took the concept of the
Occident’s creation of the Orient
as inspiration, with real Laotian
oudh as the key ingredient in the
composition.
amouage.com

An early Caron advertisment (left) and the first
fragrance Chong bought for himself, below

Christopher
Chong’s five
favourite smells
1 MARSHMALLOW I like the
texture as well as its artificial
taste and smell.

Sun-dried linen
is a favourite
smell; Calvin
Klein’s groundbreaking scent
and Guerlain’s
iconic Mitsouko

2 SUMMER VEGETABLES IN
THE GREENHOUSE
The freshness
is so
intoxicating.
It’s hard to
combine
‘freshness’ and
‘intoxicating’
together in
fragrance.

4 CRISP AUTUMN AIR I like the
contrast of mild coolness with
some warmth in it. It actually
smells fresh and sharp – and I
love that paradox.
5 ANTIQUE BOOKS The old
leather has absorbed so many
different smells throughout its
existence. I find that connection
with the past and present very
endearing, and I like to think
about how the books will go on
enriching the future, too.

Above: Opus XI
was inspired by
Edward Said’s
book; far right,
tuberose
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3 SUN-DRIED BEDLINEN
The smell of the sun is
comforting; it makes me feel
everything is good, even when I
have a bad day.
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WATCH THIS SPACE

NEW

SPRITZES
ON THE
BLOCK
Indie brands are the olfactory weathervanes of the perfume industry
– check to see which way their facing, and you’ll have a good idea of
the hottest trends in fragrance. SUZY NIGHTINGALE scans the scent
horizon to introduce new and noteworthy perfume houses
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WATCH THIS SPACE

Kingdon Scotland founder
Imogen Russon-Taylor

ANIMA VINCI

With a background at arguably the
first-ever niche perfume house,
L’Artisan Parfumeur, then years at
the creative helm of Penhaligon’s,
Nathalie Vinciguerra now brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience
to her own London-based brand.
It was Nathalie’s growing passion
for authenticity and sustainability
within the world of fragrance that
finally drove her to create Anima
Vinci. Explains Nathalie: ‘Anima
Vinci is the creative expression of
my strong belief in the power of
fragrance and the positive effect it
can have on your heart, mind and
spirit. I believe that scents have the
power to immerse us in the universe’s
energy and nature’s beauty.’
Gathering the talents of some of
the world’s most gifted perfumers,
Anima Vinci push the boundaries of
expectations with gloriously uplifting,
always contemporary scents.
Anima Vinci’s
Nathalie
Vinciguerra
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QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Wood of Life
Palo Santo wood is prized for its
mind-altering properties. Freshness
entwines with a leathery, sandalwood
base – becalming yet stimulating.
£150 for 100ml eau de parfum
animavinci.com

KINGDOM SCOTLAND

The worlds of whisky and fragrance
have much in common, believes
Imogen Russon-Taylor. And she
should know: after a distinguished
career in the aromatic world of Scotch
whisky, Imogen has now gone on to
create her own fragrance house – the
very first to be based in Scotland.
‘Both whisky and perfume are
produced by traditional distillation
methods,’ she explains. Both evoke
a complex sensory experience and
rely upon the innovative use of
ingredients or flavours to distinguish
themselves from competitors.’
Thus was born her vision to ‘bottle
Scotland’. ‘I began my journey by
working with the University of St.
Andrews History Department,’
Imogen recalls. There, she sought
to delve into Scotland’s perfumed
past, ‘searching for records of
perfumed ingredients and stories
with a Scottish heritage.’ Records of

trail-blazing Scottish botanists and
female explorers offered ‘a world
full of inspiration and stories for
telling.’ Composed in a thoughtfully
contemporary way, they unfurl as
fragrant tales alive with possibility.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Portal
Gusting with outdoorsy botanicals
and fresh bergamot, verdant florals
rest on a forest floor of shady vetiver
and soul-soothing aromatic pine.
£110 for 50ml eau de parfum
kingdomscotland.com

LA MAISON HEDONIQUE

Lucy Akhurst began her fragrant
journey while searching for something
that spoke to her heart. Having
already established herself as a
distinguished actress, director,
producer and voiceover artist, Lucy
was constantly looking for perfumes
that didn’t merely smell pleasant – but
connected more deeply; that moment
when a scent goes beyond ‘nice’ to
feeling like a bell has been rung within
your soul. And for that, Lucy realised,
there was nothing else for it but to
learn how to make them herself.
Armed with fragrance materials,
and with much trial and error, she
learned how to weave those stories

into actuality, her first triumph being
the look of shock on her husband’s
face when he smelled Samedi A Paris.
Crisp cotton sheets, just-showered
skin and roasted coffee beans sit atop
a snuggle of warm amber and the sexy
hay-like muskiness of the base: it was
the scent of their romantic holiday,
and she’d captured it in a bottle.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Comme un Loup
Veritably snarling with animalistic
seduction, mandarin’s ensnared by
lusciously spiced roses for a thrillingly
unpredictable scent journey.
£85 for 30ml eau de parfum
lamaisonhedonique.com

MAP OF THE HEART

‘It is everything pure, good and evil. It
aches, it desires, it is who we are.’ This
is how co-founders Sarah Blair and
Jeffrey Darling describe the human
heart – a clue to the inspirations
behind the fragrances.
With a creative partnership in
writing, design and film, it felt like a
natural step to take that expression
further in to fragrance – a wearable
art form – born out of their collective
need to creatively explore ‘the full
atlas of the senses.’
Proudly Australian, each Jacques
Huclier-created fragrance has a
seam of sandalwood at its core,
communicating a passion for telling
stories and the understanding that
scent can transport the wearer – just
as words, images and films can whisk
us to another world.
Designed by the legendary Pierre
Dinand, the bottles are anatomical
models of the human heart that could
have come straight from a gallery of
modern art. Gilded, brightly coloured
or starkly monochrome, the flacons
hold juices just as experimental.

On her seventh birthday, she was
gifted her very first set of miniature
perfumes (the gateway drug to many
fragrant obsessions, we’ve observed!)
As her mother was ‘an avid
collector of unusual scents’, perfumes
were already like scented snapshots,
linked to Holly’s childhood memories.
‘A French holiday in the sun, a ride
across the waves by boat, venturing
through trees in a garden of ferns
and laurels...’
It was in 2011 that Holly could
truly begin to follow her dream,
joining a prestigious niche fragrance
brand and pursuing a career in the
industry. After seven successful years,
it was time to start thinking about
reaching further, using her love of
fragrance and design with the expert
knowledge she’d gained, and finally
launching her own brand.
Holly says she ‘knew immediately’
what the concept should be.
What better than to share the
very memories that launched her
own fragrant career – thus helping
perfume-lovers to explore their own?
Thus Memoize London understand,
as Holly puts it, ‘the importance
of creating a perfectly harmonious
balance between fragrances and how
they make people feel, including
notes that many would remember
from their childhood, adolescence
and beyond.’
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Avaratia
Warm amber and chocolate-y
patchouli swirled through jasmine-

laced sweet musk, hot spices and
intriguingly savoury notes.
£177 for 100ml eau de parfum
memoizeperfume.com

MODERNIST

Born and raised in London’s East
End, Modernist founder, John Evans,
entered higher education ‘late
and non-traditionally’, as he puts it.
Unable to fund postgraduate study,
John embarked on what he calls ‘an
accidental corporate career,’ trying
his hand as a successful novelist
before finally settling on his sense of
smell to guide him.
‘My dad installed and restored
wooden floors,’ John recalls,
remembering ‘early memories of
fresh-cut pine and newly sanded
mahogany. Somewhere along the
way these merge with the smells of
church, incense especially, when I
was an altar boy – capped off by a
six week spell in hospital when I was
five years old and all sorts of odours
pervaded my life.’
In Grasse, he immersed himself
in the techniques of fine perfumery,
experimenting with building his own
compositions. Irreverent, unorthodox
and always surprising, these
fragrances echo the ethos of their
founder. Designed to be genderless,
they’re complex enough to be
inescapably memorable, yet never
allowing the integrity of the wearer’s
character to be compromised.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Nihilism A majestically bombastic

John Evans of
Modernist at
his desk

QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Black Heart v. 2
Looking as though it’s been plucked
from the chest of Darth Vader, hot
spices are sliced with citrus, smoke
and rivulets of fruity eucalyptus.
£150 for 90ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

MEMOIZE LONDON

Holly Hutchinson founded Memoize
London in 2016, but her heart started
beating faster for fragrance far earlier.
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WATCH THIS SPACE

rose gets up close and personal with
icy aldehydes and a definite sense of
a furry embrace in the benzoin base.
£175 for 50ml eau de parfum
modernistfragrance.com

Michael
Donovan,
founder of
St. Giles

MORESQUE

Take the opulence and artistry of
Oriental perfume traditions, add the
effervescent charm and irrefutable
style of Italian fragrance and you’re
left with a perfectly harmonious
marriage in the form of Moresque, a
fragrance house born from founder
Cindy Guillemant’s sheer love of the
intricacy of Moorish art, along with
her passion for exquisitely elegant and
extravagant perfumes.
With a business background and
a love of fragrance instilled in her by
Cindy’s grandmother, the vision for
Moresque perfumes was sealed when
Cindy met perfumer Andrea Casotti,
who shares that love of modern art
and artistry.
The resulting fragrances are indeed
works of art in their own right, their
hand-made and hand-decorated
flacons having a true wow factor and
inspiring dressing table envy.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Aristoqra
An intricate interplay of woodsy
Madagascar vetiver, peony and
geranium, leaving a trail of patchouli,
amber and vanilla. Mystery, bottled.
£290 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

PROSODY

Once upon a time, ‘all-natural’ meant
making concessions on the modernity
of a fragrance – but not so for
Prosody, founded by natural perfumer
Keshen Teo. Sustainability is a core
tenet for Prosody, whose ingredients
are all non-GMO and from producers
around the world that are both ethical
and sustainable, certified by globally
recognised authorities such as
Ecocert and USDA.
The perfumes themselves are
created by Keshen using great
ingenuity and artistry. These
fascinating, varied and well-structured
fragrances ‘meet the expectations
of modern consumers, yet avoid
synthetics and additives.’
This is where Prosody London differ
from many other naturally inclined
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fragrances you may have previously
encountered; they understand that
contemporary perfume lovers want
a structured, elegant fragrance
that expresses more that just their
concern for the environment. Find
those in abundance, here.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Mocha Muscari
Intensely rich, darkly-roasted coffee
beans surprisingly juxtaposed with
lusciously juicy mango, jasmine and
peppery lavender.
£175 for 50ml eau de parfum
prosodylondon.com

ST GILES

Michael Donovan has spent his life
working tirelessly to seek out exciting
brands and new perfumers from
around the globe – bringing them
to the shelves of cult fragranceshopping destinations (including
his own acclaimed store, Roullier
White), running a leading perfume
PR company, representing such
luminaries as Frédéric Malle.
On the back-burner, an idea tickled
to start his own fragrance house, but
Michael was always too frantic to fully
explore the dream. Until one day, he
mentioned the idea to a perfumer
friend – who just happened to be one

of the world’s finest contemporary
noses, Bertrand Duchaufour.
Bertrand was more than
enthusiastic – and it’s impossible to
smell the finished creations without
being equally enthused. His concept
was to develop scents that spoke
of a true character, resonating with
the wearer, and to make choosing a
fragrance simple again.
Thus we have a celebration of
feminine glamour in The Actress, an
addictively oily, brooding waft from
The Mechanic, and the crisp white
cotton t-shirt of a suits-every-occasion
scent in The Stylist, among others
to try on for size and fall head-overdesigner-heels for.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
The Writer
Rosemary fizzes with fresh ginger,
rhubarb, Champagne-like aldehydes
and clary sage, before inky leathered
frankincense sighs to a woody base.
£130 for 100ml eau de parfum
stgilesfinefragrance.com

STORIES BY ELIZA GRACE

Today’s fragrance-lovers are seeking
scents that speak to their own,
heartfelt personal stories. Eliza Grace
founder Tonya Kidd-Beggs’s own
story certainly speaks straight to

the heart. Living through Northern
Ireland’s ‘troubles’, and struggling to
come to terms with thinking about
the future for her children, Tonya was
inspired to curate her fragrance line
as a testament to the power of scent.
Her own appreciation of fragrance
began early. As Tonya recalls: ‘My
grandmother’s pearl necklace hung
on my tiny neck and I rubbed one
of her furs across my cheek. It was
laced with Chanel No.5. I breathed
in the scent of this courageous
businessperson, who paved the way
for Northern Irish women to succeed
in a male-dominated marketplace.’
Named for Tonya’s twin children
(Eliza and Grace), inspired by
precious memories, the fragrances
invite the writing of your own story.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Stories No.2
Carefree memories of running
barefoot on dew-flecked grass,
exploring flowers face-first, while
curls of tobacco smoke rise from a
steamed-up greenhouse.
£120 for 100ml eau de parfum
elizagrace.com

TOM DAXON

With a mother who was a driving force
in the fragrance world for 30 years,

Tom Daxon grew up surrounded by
scent. Of an early visit to a perfumer
in Grasse, Tom says: ‘I remember
walking around his perfume lab, all
gleaming tiles and rows of green
bottles, each holding different smells
of incredible strength.’
That perfumer was Jacques
Chabert, who has worked with
Guerlain, Chanel, L’Oréal and Molton
Brown. Along with his equally
talented perfumer daughter, Carla,
Jacques went on to play a major role
in Tom’s life – because when Tom
graduated from university, he decided
to found his own fragrance house.
Today, with fragrances created by the
Chaberts, Tom Daxon is setting the
fragrant world on fire.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Crushing Bloom
A slow-motion dive into rose
petals, lily of the valley, carnation
and oakmoss; in this tribute to the
iconic rose, traditional notes seem
nevertheless resolutely modern.
£155 for 50ml eau de parfum
tomdaxon.com

TRUDON

Taking the themes of religion, royalty
and revolution, part of famed candle
brand Cire Trudon’s ethos is to

work with unique talents, promoting
creative freedom and showcasing
artisanal expertise. The new perfume
line from the heritage-rich house of
Cire Trudon – simply named Trudon
– challenged three of the world’s top
noses to scale new heights of avant
garde fine fragrance creation.
Even the way that these perfumers
– Lyn Harris, Antoine Lie and Yann
Vasnier – were given the brief turns
out to have been unique. As Trudon
enigmatically explain, ‘Each nose was
taken to a Parisian landmark, chosen
for its evocative meaning; each venue
catalysed singular ideas and sources
of inspiration.’
As we might expect from such
a perfectionist design team, the
attention to detail and harmony of
the packaging is also stunning: atop
bottles created by Pauline Deltour,
the rippled-glass cap echoes the
elegant silhouette of Cire Trudon’s La
Promeneuse diffuser.
QUINTESSENTIAL CREATION
Mortel
Between shadow and light, black
pepper, pimento and nutmeg spike
smouldering Somalian frankincense.
Moonlit water beckons, beguilingly.
£165 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

‘Perfume
prodigy’ Tom
Daxon in his
studio
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The maverick perfumer
shook up the perfume
world with the launch
of Escentric Molecules
Molecule 01, which
features just a single
(synthetic) ingredient.
Here, he talks to
JO FAIRLEY about his
creative day (and nights)

A WORKING NOSE

Geza Schoen

TAKING LIFE ONE FRAGRANT DAY AT A TIME

W

hen does your day start? How does it start?
Now that I have a two-year-old daughter, Anna, my
day begins in a very different way. Where once I
would be up till 2 a.m. working, I now have to wake up at
7.30, get her milk and maybe half a banana and take her to
kindergarten for breakfast at 8 or 8.30 a.m. When I come
back I’ll have a cup of tea and the working day begins.
According to my body clock I’m naturally a night person – I
used to go to bed at 3 a.m. and sleep till 10 a.m. – but that’s
not child-friendly.

one in the morning or on a Sunday or a Saturday. Because
my lab is in my home, my work schedule is perhaps more
fluid than some other perfumers.

Where do you work?
My laboratory is in my flat. About seven years ago I built
the apartment I live in, in Berlin, on the top of a block that
was constructed in 1959 – it’s kind of a penthouse, I guess,
and from my laboratory I can see the skyline and a park
opposite. But my lab is actually very small, about eight
square metres; the whole apartment is quite compact, only
around 260 square metres. So when I’m in the lab I have to
close the door so that the smell of the lab doesn’t travel into
the rest of the flat.

Do you have an assistant?
I did have one – but sometimes there are days when I
might not be working in the lab (so there’d be nothing for
them to do), or alternatively I might go to my weighing
scales at 11 p.m. I can’t ask someone else to have such a
ragged existence. So I print out all my formulas, use the
weighing scale to measure ingredients and mix everything
by hand myself. Then I make my notes by hand, go back to
the lab, correct, go back again. Sometimes I’d like to have
someone next to me with a really good nose who I could
bounce ideas off, though. There are a couple of people I
show things to but I’m pretty much a one-man show. But the
counterpoint to that is that more than most
perfumers, I’m master of my own destiny.

How does your day break down?
My days depend on the stage I’m at with
my creations. What is the next deadline,
do I need to show someone something
that’s nearly finished, do I really
understand what they want…? I work for
people in many different countries, but
I don’t travel to meet with them. I try to
get them to come to Berlin. I can’t take
my lab on a plane; there are just too many
bottles. So if someone rings me from Italy
or the Far East and says: ‘I want you to
make a fragrance for me,’ I tell them to
come and see me in Berlin. If someone’s
really serious, they come to my place – or
they can just go elsewhere. Why would
I fly somewhere, spend my money – and
then nothing…? 50% of approaches come
to nothing anyway.

Do you break for lunch?
Four out of five days I’ll go out to lunch. It’s nice to leave the
house to get outside and be somewhere different. Berlin has
a strong fragrance community but I’m more likely to meet
with friends I haven’t seen for a while, or my distributor. It’s
very important to have that moment in my day.

“

How many fragrances might you be
working on at one time?
Not more than three or four. I don’t bring
out new additions to Escentric Molecules
or The Beautiful Mind Series very often, so
I’m not working on lots of fragrances at the
same time. I prefer to focus on one, and
maybe have a break from that and come
back to it, perhaps a day later, or a month
later, depending on the deadline. A month
after I’ve worked on something, my mind
is in a different place, so sometimes I add
stuff or take ingredients out.
If there’s a brief from a big fragrance
company, sometimes they want to see your
first idea in just a couple of weeks. In that
case, a perfumer will generally turn to something they’ve
already created and fine-tune it as a basis for discussion.
Because how many perfumers can create something from
scratch in two weeks?
In recent years I’ve worked with a company called Mäurer
& Wirtz [famous for a classic aftershave called Tabac which
is still in production]. I’ve done a few fragrances for them
including one that is now their bestseller. I always want to
do something great for them, but they’ll give a brief to the
industry in the traditional way and other companies want to
win the commission, as well. If I can beat them, that’s fun!

If someone rings me
from Italy or the
Far East and says: “I
want you to make a
fragrance for me,”
I tell them to come
and see me in Berlin

”

What time of day do you find it best to create fragrances?
My nose doesn’t get any better as the day goes on, so the
morning before lunch is best for composing. Once you’ve
eaten something your nose is blocked with food aromas.
I work on the ‘mods’ (modifications), then leave them and
come back to them later. Green notes, for instance, need to
macerate overnight, but for a fragrance without green notes,
you can get an idea straight away. If I’m working for a client
– for instance, Linda Pilkington at Ormonde Jayne, whose
fragrances I create – I might then send a sample of the latest
modification off in the post, in the afternoon.
Whatever else is happening, I have to go and pick my
daughter up at 3.30 p.m., though, so the aim is to have
everything done by them. I really don’t want to be working
from morning till night, it’s madness. Having Anna has
made me focus on what’s really important in life. It’s been a
very grounding experience that’s shifted my view of things
dramatically – in a good way. I make her supper and we play
together. And then sometimes I’ll still go into the lab at

How much time do you spend on creating your own
accords, for future use?
It goes in phases. For example, I’ve been working on
Escentric 05, but I’m so glad I had time to put it aside for
a couple of months and then return to it. I can smell a
sample I made a few months before and ‘read’ it completely
differently.
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“

I don’t need to fill
my ‘creative bank’
during the day by
looking at art or
listening to music.
I’m not like a car
which has to be
filled with gasoline
to be able to work!

”

Where do you draw your own inspiration?
I’ve travelled extensively and I’m interested in the stuff
that’s happening in the world. But I don’t need to fill
my ‘creative bank’ during the day by looking at art or
listening to music. I’m not like a car which has to be filled
with gasoline to be able to work!
For The Beautiful Mind Series, my inspirations were
specific women who I find particularly fascinating.
Volume I: Intelligence & Fantasy is a collaboration with
Christiane Stenger, the world’s youngest-ever Memory
Grandmaster. When I saw Christiane on the cover of
a science magazine, I thought: ‘Here’s a woman who
is doing something amazing with her brain. Why not
create a scent with someone like that?’ So I invited her
to Berlin and we immersed ourselves in the ingredients,
working all day and every day. It was amazing to watch
Christiane use her extraordinary memory skills while
we were working on the raw materials. For Volume II:
Precision & Grace, my collaborator was the ballerina
Paulina Semionova. The process took two years, in that
case, because of the demands of her schedule, dancing
all over the world.
How many ingredients do you work with?
Around 800-900 materials, but out of those, around 5080 make up 90% of my formulas. It’s the same for most
perfumers because only when you work with certain
ingredients time and time again do you really get to
understand them. I agree with Jean-Claude Ellena who
said that his aim is to make a fragrance like a haiku, with
as short an ingredients list as possible. If you can make
an amazing dish with two or three ingredients instead of
20, what chef wouldn’t want to do that?
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What is the least number of modifications you’ve made to
a formula? And the most?
I once got the perfume equivalent of a hole-in-one; I sent
off a first trial and the client loved it. More often I’ll make
hundreds of trials, perhaps to see whether two or five grams
of something work better. Five may be perfect, sometimes
two is too much. There’s only one way to find out.
Do you need to be in a particular mood to create?
If I’m in a really shitty mood the outcome definitely won’t
be as good. If there’s something hideous happening in the
world, that’s not ideal, either. My creative dream would be to
come in, in the morning, with a clear head and a blank sheet
of paper, no worries… But it hasn’t happened yet.
Do you listen to music while you’re working?
Never. I find it distracting. I’m not a great believer that it
helps because ultimately, at the end of the day, a fragrance
has to function technically. If it isn’t well-made, it won’t work,
it won’t last on the skin and will smell funny. So: the fewer
distractions the better, to focus on the fundamentals.
Do you find a moodboard from a client useful?
I like a mix of guidelines – some words, a colour, a book, a
film. That gives me a good starting point. A moodboard can
really help if the client knows what they’re doing and their
hands aren’t just dancing through magazines. Does it have
objects, art, architecture, other things to trigger the thought
process? But look, most people think I can do a second
Escentric Molecules for them. And you know what? I can’t.
escentric.com
thebeautifulmindseries.com

Right: Paulina Semionova.
Below right:
Ormonde Jayne
Montabaco

Youngestever Memory
Grandmaster,
Christiane
Stenger. Right:
the famous radio
tower in Berlin,
Geza’s home city

Top, above and below:
The Beautiful Mind Series;
Escentric Molecules
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up in smoke
HAVING INFUSED the beauty,
food and health industries
as a wonder-ingredient and
blooming via its legalised
status in many countries, it
was probably only a matter of
time before the wonder weed
permeated the perfume world
as ‘the next big thing’.
Originating in Central and
South Asia, marijuana, a.k.a.
cannabis, has three main
varieties: indica, sativa, and
ruderalis. The sativa species was
predominantly used for seed and
fibre, while indica was prized for
its psychoactive ‘high’. Crossbreeding experimentation has
produced intricately smoother
or more potent blends, but
when we imagine the scent of
cannabis, many of us might find it
inextricably linked to student days
and dingy bedsits, fogged with
clouds of cheap incense to cover
up the smell of illicit goings-on.
Until recently, the mere mention
of cannabis still had the power to
cause a great clutching of pearls,
with some MPs declaring that a
relaxing of the drug laws would be
a ‘slippery slope’ as this ‘gateway
drug’ was surely the first step to
creating a generation of heroin
addicts. Once the harrumphing
died down, an informed debate
could take place. Medical reports
began appearing about the
benefits of CBD, or Cannabidiol,
one of 104 chemical compounds
derived from the cannabis plant. It
retains its relaxing effects without
the psychoactive properties, and

What
are the ‘hot’
new scent ingredients?
For perfumers, cannabis is
definitely smokin’. SUZY
NIGHTINGALE gives the dope
on marijuana-inspired perfumes
– and on p.42, looks at other
novel ingredients that will
soon be wafting
our way

can be useful for conditions such as
epilepsy and Alzheimer’s.
Thus cannabis culture has gone
from dorm-room connotations to
being actively marketed, albeit
somewhat tentatively as yet, for
its wellness benefits in skincare
and medical products. The use
of cannabis is now legal in 10
American states – some specifically
for medical purposes, others
allowing recreational use, with CBD
oil legal in 30 states and counting.
But why is marijuana now
cropping up in olfactory
compositions? And will it leave you
basically smelling like a spliff? First
off, the science. Cannabis scents
won’t get you high (though they
may still send you into raptures).
Fragrances containing natural
cannabis are not legal to sell unless
they’ve been stripped of THC
(delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol),
which is the psychoactive
component in cannabis.

Often, in a ‘cannabis
fragrance’ we may in fact
be smelling hemp (which is
entirely legal), or a selection
of the natural compounds
found in cannabis, or simply an
olfactory accord made to trick
the nose into believing we’re
deep into a den of iniquity.
Hemp smells akin to hay still
damp with morning dew, or like
freshly-washed linen sheets, a
clean, homely, down-to-earth
and comforting aroma that can
invoke a feeling of wellbeing.
Some perfumers, however,
deliberately play up to the
preconceptions of how cannabis
smells, swathing the composition
in smoke while turning up the
base of dark, sticky notes like
patchouli and resins, alongside
synthetics.
There are few fragrance
houses that would want you to
sashay down the street in their
perfume smelling like you’ve
been partying with Snoop Dogg.
So while cannabis in fragrance
began as a kind of punk-rock
perfume anomaly, as with so
many cultural shifts, it has started
to filter from kitchen-table type
indie brands, through more
sophisticated niche houses, right
in to high street names we all
recognise. (Putting the ‘high’ in
high street, for sure.)
So here’s a look at its history,
present and future, via some
of the best cannabis-inspired
fragrances. (Just don’t blame us
if you get addicted.)
THE
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CANNABIS (PAST)

It can take a long time for an
ingredient to fully become a ‘trend’,
as Mark Crames, perfumer and now
owner of the Demeter fragrance
house (a.k.a. The Library of Fragrance
in Europe), knows all too well. Beauty
retail giant Sephora first approached
him to make a cannabis perfume
13 years ago, but the finished scent
never hit the shelves. Crames admits,
‘The first three tries were so
authentic, you couldn’t
leave the house
wearing them.’
Sephora launched
Fresh’s Cannabis
Santal instead – an
altogether more
socially acceptable
blend of smooth
sandalwood,
chocolate and
patchouli. Not to be
outdone, Crames launched
Cannabis Flower the same year
under his own brand – still more
literally inclined than Fresh’s take
on the theme, but with a refined
voluptuousness grounded in the
spicy/green accord.
Yet when Malin & Goetz launched
their gender-fluid fragrance,
Cannabis, in 2014, it still seemed quite
shocking, and eyebrows were raised
– although for a house which delights
in shaking the status quo and using

groundbreaking ingredients for their
skincare and fragrance lines, it was
merely a ripple. Rather than causing
riots in the streets or people fainting
clean away at the smell of it, the
fragrance is far more sophisticated
than the name alone suggests –
infused with a beautifully fresh
herbaceousness, spiked with spices
in the base, yes, but mostly lapped
at the edges by milky figs
and a delightfully fruity
patchouli. Available
in perfume oil and
eau de parfum,
with a matching
body wash and
even candles to
spark up for a
scented fix, Malin
& Goetz report
that though it
was an underground
hit for them from the time
it launched, Cannabis has now
become a bestseller.
2014 also saw the launch of
By Kilian Smoke for the Soul,
with perfumer Fabrice Pellegrin
juxtaposing cannabis against juicy
grapefruit and camphoraceous
eucalyptus in the top notes,
unfurling smokily as rich tobacco,
woods and cardamom curl around
the bitterness of maté, with cannabis
delivering resinous sweet relief.

‘The first
three versions
were so authentic
you couldn’t
leave the house
wearing
them’

Jack Perfume
£95 for 100ml
eau de parfum
jovoyparis.uk
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4160
Tuesdays
Maxed Out
£95 for 30ml
parfum
4160tuesdays.com

JUSBOX Green
Bubble
£140 for 78ml
eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Fresh Cannabis
Santal £41 for
30ml eau de
parfum
fresh.com/UK

By Kilian
Smoke for
the Soul
£215 for 100ml
eau de parfum
bykilian.co.uk

CANNABIS (PRESENT)

From ultra-cool, independent perfume
houses using it as a deliberately divisive
ingredient to set them apart from
mainstream brands, the wind has truly
changed for cannabis as a fragrance
note, with Richard E. Grant’s Jack
garlanding marijuana with gardenia,
mandarin and vetiver, a plethora of
spices, and a sophisticated, Colognelike zing of lime up top. Representing
Richard’s favourite smells in an intensely
personal ‘signature’ scent, he explains
that, for him, ‘every one of these
ingredients is like a sensory trigger. I’ve
aspired to create a fragrance that is as
lickably moreish as it’s addictive.’
Delighting in tales of a fragrance
friend’s subversive nights out, UK

CANNABIS FUTURE
Malin & Goetz
Cannabis
£40 for 9ml
perfume oil
malinandgoetz.
co.uk

The Library of
Fragrance Cannabis
Flower
£18 for 30ml Cologne
uk.thelibraryof
fragrance.eu

house 4160 Tuesdays recreated his
former wild times in Maxed Out. Rum,
coconut, cocktails, a whiff of wayward
women and cannabis oil are all
present, along with a shot of coffee to
help with the hangover.
Niche houses still lead the cannabis
scent game, it seems, as last year
JUSBOX continued their musically
inspired scent theme by releasing
Green Bubble, a feel-good fragrance
by perfumer Julien Rasquinet
that references reggae culture,
Rastafarianism and their sacramental
use of marijuana, featuring a
languorous slide of saffron, honey,
and wormwood into the cushioned
bubble of the base.

‘Cannabis is the most underused
aromatic essence in the natural
fragrance game,’ says Christi
Meshell, founder and perfumer
of Seattle’s indie brand House of
Matriarch, going on to describe
the effect of using cannabis notes
in fragrance as ‘…like drinking
lemonade with your pet skunk in
the middle of a pine forest as
newly-baled hay cures in
the sun.’ Their Black
No.1 perfume,
which
features
cannabis
notes
overlapped
by dark,
supple
leather, was
their overall
top-selling
fragrance
during 2018.
The perfume world
is always on the hunt for
newness, and with the oudh-ineverything trend finally on the
wane, cannabis can now be used
as a note of bohemian difference
– a departure from the norm, but
with a nuanced elegance that
belies the naughtiness. Just as
wine enthusiasts and perfume
experts get geeky over species
and terroir – the climate, soil
and topography of their most
beloved ingredients – so too do

cannabis connoisseurs nerd it up
over the flavour and scent notes
of particular strains and their
apparent wellbeing benefits.
US-based niche fragrance
house Xyrena have already joined
the cannabis party, offering what
they describe as ‘the world’s first
line of strain-specific cannabis
fragrances’, called the Reefer
Madness collection. Blue
Dream explores blueberry
fruitiness, combining
synthetic oils
natural
terpines found
in cannabis.
In Xyrena
OG Kush,
a ‘famous
West-Coast
strain’ of the
drug is the
focus, offering
up an earthier
blend of woody
notes, lemon and burnt
rubber in the base. Last but
not least we have Space Cake,
which is positioned as ‘one of the
world’s first gourmand cannabis
fragrances’, with perfumer Killian
Wells maintaining that his creation
marks ‘…a departure from
“traditional” cannabis fragrances.’
And we can surely expect to
see more of this ingredient-led
intellectualism about cannabis
trickling through to mainstream
perfumery.

‘It can smell
like drinking
lemonade with your
pet skunk in the
middle of a pine
forest as newly-baled
hay cures in
the sun’

Xyrena Space
Cake
£56.52 for 50ml
extrait de parfum
xyrena.com

House of
Matriarch
Black No.1
$120 for 18ml
parfum
matriarch.biz
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NEWnotable
SUZY NIGHTINGALE continues her exploration of the new
materials shaping how we’ll be scenting ourselves, in future
HAVE YOU noticed how shelves full of fragrances showcasing
a particular ingredient suddenly seem to appear all at once – a
synchronicity of scents that have us all craving to smell like
something new? Suddenly, it can be all about waterlily. Or
cotton candy. Or cucumber.
The trajectory of these trends begins with the fragrance and
flavour manufacturing companies. They work with farmers to
encourage them to grow and harvest in more sustainable ways.
Then, with the help of modern technologies, those ingredients
can be tinkered with to create something quite unique and
different. A rose is a rose is a rose...? Not necessarily, in 2019.
In other cases, the fragrance houses work to synthesise
entirely novel notes that cannot be captured in nature. The
result is an ever-developing palette of new materials, which are
offered to perfumers to experiment and create with.
The hum of excitement about these innovations echoes
all the way from the fields through to the processing plants,
laboratories and ultimately to those master perfumers, who
are eager to use them in their compositions. Ultimately, they
reach us, the fragrance-lovers, and a new scent trend – or very
occasionally, a new scent family – is born.
So, what should we prepare our noses to be atingle for, in
the future? I turned to ingredient producers and a perfumer
who works with them, to bring you a dozen of the new notes to
watch. (Or rather, smell.)

CAPE CHAMOMILE

‘I’ve been using essential
oils grown in South Africa –
Cape may and Cape chamomile
are particularly gorgeous,’ says
Sarah McCartney. Confusingly, this
is not strictly a chamomile at all, but a
flowering plant indigenous to the Fynbos
region of South Africa. It smells softly floral
with a distinctly fruity, almost gooseberry
background, reportedly possessing
similarly soothing, lightly powdery,
hay-like properties to the
chamomile we know so well.
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SPINACH ABSOLUTE

4160 Tuesdays perfumer/
founder Sarah McCartney
explains that she uses this
ingredient ‘...partly to replace
oakmoss safely. It’s not exactly the
same, but it has earthy, deep green
elements.’ Find it in 4160 Tuesday Le Jardin de
Monsieur McGregor, among other creations,
harnessing its fougère-y, slightly
bitter nature. At the same time, it’s
pleasantly fresh, with whispers both
of fruit and nuttiness – if dark
green can exist in a smell,
this is it.

CUCUMBER

‘Natural extractions using
Supercritical carbon dioxide
(CO2) are absolutely marvellous,’
enthuses Sarah McCartney. ‘They
smell exactly as if you’ve just chopped
herbs or crushed a spice. I put Supercritical
CO2 pink peppercorn, cucumber and apricot in
several of my recent fragrances.’ Cucumber,
explains Sarah, adds an almost metallic,
juicy green freshness that cuts through
darker materials, working in a similar
way to the more familiar violet leaf
for a chilled, shady nuance with
great projection.

SNIFF THIS SPACE

ELIXIR FUSION

(exclusive to CPL Aromas)
‘It’s a harmony of precious
heart florals blended with a
bespoke woody note, based
on a specific patchouli process,’
explains Aitana López de Carrión, CPL’s
Fine Fragrance Developer and Marketing
Executive. Ideal for woody, floral and
CEDARWOOD
CEDAR FUSION
Chypre fragrances, both feminine
ALASKA
(CPL Aromas)
(CPL Aromas)
and masculine, Elixir Fusion adds
‘This has only recently
‘A balsamic fusion of incense
fabulous depth and sophistication.
been added to the palette of
with cedarwood,’ says López
Perfumers are finding it useful
ingredients that perfumers can use,’
de Carrión. ‘This makes a perfect
to work with as it fits the
says López de Carrión. ‘Compared
combination for Oriental fragrances
trend for Neo-Chypres.
to other qualities of cedarwood, it has
and a natural partner to musks and woods.
an incredible grapefruit facet that adds
It fits the fashion for spiritual/mindfulness
brightness on top, while the background is
scents – fragrances that use blends of
LIQUORICE FUSION
dry-woody with leathery undertones.’
oils from roots, seeds and herbs which
(CPL Aromas)
Imagine a smooth woodsiness,
positively impact the nervous system,
‘Its rich, dark gourmand
punctuated by the luminescent
or sacred woods and resins, such
tones of licorice with a spicy
crispness of mouth-watering
as Palo Santo and copal resin,
cinnamon edge and a resinous
citrus – the best of
which provide a feeling of
sticky sweetness make this perfect for
both worlds.
spirituality.’
Oriental, spice and gourmand fragrances,’
says López de Carrión. A deliciously unique
turn for gourmand scents, it’s great news
for those who don’t particularly want to
CARROT
PEPPER SICHUAN
smell like vanilla-frosted cupcakes.
(CPL Aromas)
ABSOLUTE EXTRACT
Gloriously grown-up, we anticipate
‘A useful ingredient with
(exclusive to IFF-LMR/
seams
of
this
rippling
through
powdery,
light fruity and woody
Laboratoires Monique Rémy)
many
a
sweet
scent
in
the
yet
earthy
tones,’ says López de
A recent Speed Sniffing event hosted
near
future.
Carrión.
‘It
works
in synergy with orris
by the British Society of Perfumers
[iris]
and
ambrette
seeds,
enhancing their
allowed us to smell this. Pepper can be
powdery
character
but
adding
a natural
punchy and aggressive in character – yet this is
rawness.
Useful
to
create
a
buttery
effect
clean, zestily intense. IFF Senior Perfumer Jeanto
evoke
edible
nutty
notes
of
popcorn
AQUAFLORA
Christophe Hérault describes it as ‘notes of
or sesame seeds.’ All the vintage
(exclusive
to IFF)
grapefruit and lemon combining exotic
appeal of buxom femininity – yet
‘When applying “Oxo”
spicy tonalities of pepper and hemp.’
somehow carrot smells hip, at
technology
(adding
carbon
Adding luminescent spiciness and
the same time.
monoxide
and
hydrogen
to
certain
freshness, it marries well
alcohols),
new
aldehydes
were
created,’
so
with bergamot.
IFF tell us. ‘One of them struck our perfumers
for its distinct floralcy – and this aldehyde then
led to the synthesis of Aquaflora.’ Providing a
COCOA EXTRACT
STARFLEUR 40 (IFF)
transparent, cyclamen aspect that marries
12% PG (IFF-LMR)
‘In the search for molecules
well with violet notes, expect a flurry of
This cocoa note was another
in the muguet family, many
newly chic muguet (lily-of-the-valley)
revelation to attendees at the
ingredients were synthesised. Of
scents, exuding a dewy freshness
Speed Sniffing event. More usually
these, Starfleur™ was chosen, based
that reminds you of bluebellused in the flavour industry, this one is
on its performance and odour profile.’
strewn woodland walks.
silky, nutty, warm and dry rather than overly
Perfumers are finding this useful for fresh,
sweet and sickly, and when used in a fragrance
green florals, fragrances with muguet, lily and
adds great roundness and depth, harmonising
freesia notes, and to add overall volume
with other notes rather than dominating.
and body to any scent that wishes to
Think of it as a light dusting of excellent
present the wearer with a bouquet of
quality cocoa that might be used
just-picked spring flowers. It offers
over a cappuccino rather than
a lasting snapped-stalk freshness
a generic chocolate-laden
that evokes sense-delighting
gourmand note.
trips to the florist.
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The fragrance

futurist

Technology and fragrance are coming together to create an amazing
new reality we can’t even imagine yet. MAGGIE ALDERSON finds out
more from Smell Futurist Olivia Jezler (and has her mind slightly blown)
AFTER TWO HOURS Skype-chatting with ‘Smell Futurist’
(her term) Olivia Jezler I wouldn’t have been at all surprised
to look in the mirror and find I was wearing a space helmet
and resident in a community on Mars.
My consciousness felt as if it had been propelled several
decades forward, stimulated and expanded by the dizzying
scope and originality of her ideas – and because it became
apparent over our conversation that Ms. Jezler doesn’t just
predict the future role of smell in our lives, she’s actively
creating it in the here and now.
She describes what she does as
‘the intersection of smell, innovation
and the human experience,’ which
has included exploring the possibility
of an augmented human nose to
help us to detect illnesses; using
body odour as a unique identifier
more accurate than fingerprints, and
wearable devices which emit scents
linked to biorhythms to boost peak
performance. (To find out more about
Olivia’s brilliant ideas, read her blog
post ‘Waking up in 2032’, overleaf.)
A project she worked on at the
Interact Lab at Sussex University
involved large, controllable bubbles
filled with scent. ‘We called them
Sensabubbles,’ she explains. ‘They
contain a scented “fog” and we found a way to project
images onto them, which move around with the bubble.
So you could have a flower bubble containing a floral scent
and a wood bubble with a woody scent and when they
collided in the air the scents combined…’
It was at this point in our conversation that, while my
screen was showing me a very attractive young woman
sitting in a New York apartment with pretty chintz curtains,
I began to understand that Olivia dwells on a higher plane
than most of us. She clearly sees, smells and generally
experiences the world differently – which may not be

unconnected to her wonderfully exotic background.
‘I have a German-speaking Swiss-Thai mother and a
Brazilian father who moved to New York…’, she explains. As
well as exposing her to such hugely varied cultures, Olivia’s
pan-global upbringing has made her fluent in four very
different languages – English, Thai, German and Brazilian
Portuguese. Working along the idea of the Eskimos and
their 50-words-for-snow, this would have given her four very
different insights into the world.
‘My background very much influenced my passion for
scents,’ she agrees. ‘Growing up I
spent a lot of time in Thailand and
the language has so many more
adjectives to describe the nuances of
food than English, for example.’
It was attending the German
School in New York that gave Olivia
her next major scent enlightenment:
‘The reading was all German authors
and it got really dense, until they
gave us Patrick Süskind’s Das Parfum
(Perfume). It enthralled me and
sparked something inside.’
The next significant step on her
path to founding her company, The
Future of Smell, was a quintessentially
New York experience: studying
Design Strategy at Parsons School of
Design. This discipline, Olivia explains, is about applying
‘design thinking’ to complex problems, to find creative and
innovative solutions.
After finishing her degree, seven different internships
and further study in Hong Kong – adding yet another
cultural layer – Olivia knew what she didn’t want to do:
working in advertising and fashion were not for her. But
it wasn’t until she was sitting in the reception area of
IFF (International Flavors & Fragrances), waiting for an
interview for yet another internship, that she finally knew
what she did want to do… ‘In fragrance houses there is this

“

There is not much
olfactive research
– and most of it is
done on mice or
flies, not humans

”
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Olivia Jezler, the
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amazing smell of everything and I sat there realising it was
stimulating me like nothing else and I just knew: “this is
what I’m going to do.”’
Once that moment of clarity occurred, Olivia realised
it had actually been there all along. ‘I had always loved
perfume. I would go into a store and try every fragrance
and if I went to a club, I could analyse every perfume in
there and tell how exclusive the clientele were based on
what I could smell around me.’
Sitting in reception, she also realised, wasn’t her first
interaction with IFF. ‘In one of my classes at Parsons we
had to study The Samsung Experience, in New York. This
“store” was all about the product, yet you couldn’t actually
purchase anything there. I noticed they had a scent in there
and I tracked the guy at Lippincott Mercer [a New Yorkbased branding consultancy] who had worked on the retail
experience. He told me IFF had designed the scent – so
that was when I knew I had to talk to them.’
She did bag the IFF internship – which later led to
several thrilling years assisting master perfumer Christophe
Laudamiel, then on to Robertet where she worked with
Jérome Epinette and BYREDO’s Ben
Gorham. But fascinating as it was,
Olivia still didn’t feel she had quite
found her scented niche… so she
moved to Brazil.
‘I decided I needed to work in
the number one fragrance growth
market in the world. In Brazil
people shower 3.5 times a day and
in order to innovate you have to
understand the particular uses of a
product. Extreme rituals emerge,
there’s a layering process, with
different smells from day to night. It’s
incredibly interesting and I still draw
on my learning there that a lot.’
Olivia’s job there was with one of
Brazil’s biggest cosmetics manufacturers, Natura. To give an
idea of scale, the brand started as a something akin to Avon
and there are still more Natura reps in Brazil than there are
soldiers in the Brazilian army. Now they control around 30
global brands, including the Body Shop and Aesop.
Working on branding strategy, Olivia found it very
stimulating, yet there was still something missing – until a
left-field connection of the huge corporation set her off on
the final leg of her journey to smell futurism.
‘Natura is a sponsor of the MIT [the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology] Media Lab, so they have access to
the lab and I was able to speak to all the different research
groups there.’ That was when Olivia had a eureka moment
and understood that her way forward in scent was not
through marketing, or sniffing blotters, but via the boffin
route. Proper, controlled, scientific – and thoroughly out
there – experiments. And she found the perfect people to
bring this to reality, at the SCHI Lab at Sussex University.
‘They specialise in HCI – Human Computer Interaction
– how humans interact with machines and how that can
be applied to new technologies and designing new
experiences. The multi-disciplinary team include designers,
engineers and psychologists and they were focusing on
the ‘lower senses’ of smell, taste and touch – researching

the best way to use these senses. Things like: “What is the
best way of using smell in a car environment?”. They are
amazing, so creative, and from working with them I really
learned about the research process. How you develop
the questions, conduct the experiment, evaluate the
experiment, use the data and get it published.’
‘I also learned the power of being able to read and
evaluate scientific articles, to understand what’s legit, what’s
not, what can be replicated, what has been tried in what
context. One of the things that really jumped out was that
there was not that much olfactive research overall – and
most of it is done on mice and flies, not humans.’
There was, in short, a big gap in the market. Olivia
saw the scope to bring this space where technology and
fragrance meet to ideas for FMCG (fast moving consumer
goods) brands, such as Unilever, and was soon working on
her projects with their teams in Asia.
But taking these forward-thinking ideas on even
further, it was the excited reception to her 2018 blog
post ‘Waking Up in 2032’ that cemented her new role
as a Smell Futurist. Since then she has worked in many
different aspects of smell, in
brand/ product development and
olfactory technology, with a range of
companies.
‘I work with fragrance and
consumer goods brands in similar
ways: foresight and innovation
workshops, strategy and new
products. I also draw from published
research and develop new custom
studies. One of them was about
how scent can be used to enhance
cognition and memory, or direct
us in the creative process – not to
manipulate, but to help people to
think and relax better.’
Another study is on indoor air
quality in buildings. ‘The idea came to me because I was
working at a shared office space and I was getting sick
because the air was awful. People make some pretty offices
in old buildings, but the air in there is usually not the best –
it can be five times worse than outdoor air. So I am working
on using olfactory techniques to create a new system for
healthier indoor air.’
A personal project last summer in New York, meanwhile,
explored the synaesthetic associations between smell
and shape, via an art installation called Smell X. After
interviewing experts in theatre and set design, Olivia
created an interactive experience using storytelling and
actors, inviting participants to interact with fragrance – and
at the end of it, model shapes out of clay that they felt
expressed the lemons, vanilla or cotton candy they’d been
smelling. A really fun experience for the people who did it –
and invaluable data for Olivia.
What this ‘Transformative Experience Design’ will
translate into for the perfume-lover, remains to be seen. (Or
rather smelled.) But it’s likely to be something so new none
of us can even imagine it – yet.

“

I work with fragrance
brands and consumer
goods brands
on foresight and
innovation, strategy
and new products

”
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smellx.com
Instagram: @futureofsmell

Waking up in 2032
Imagine waking up in an age when scent and odour detection technology infiltrate all aspects of our lives…
Still half asleep in my pitch-dark bedroom, I catch a
faint whiff of the comforting plummy, slightly apple-y
and exotic Pink Goiaba & Vanilla scent. It’s still quite
faint, meaning it’s not time to get up yet – and because
of this particular smell I also know it’s sunny out. The
other scent would be Mandarin & Basil if there were
rain in the forecast, which I bought off the shelf to get
me energised on a rainy day… and it works!
This particular Pink Goiaba & Vanilla though, I captured
myself two months ago at the restaurant, DOM, in Sao
Paulo. The smell was part of the water pairing; similar
to a wine pairing, but each course is served with waters
that work in harmony with the dish served.
There I fell absolutely in love with this specific water,
so I opened a latch on my wearable and held my wrist
over the glass using a miniature version of a headspace
technology to analyse the odour compounds that made
up the smell. I held my wearable over my glass for
about a minute until it vibrated and lit up, indicating
it had finished. By the time I arrived at the hotel that
evening the vial of the concentrate was already on my
doorstep thanks to a new headspace delivery service
app, by Laudamiel&Spoutnik.
The smell is now becoming much more powerful…
already?! It feels like barely a minute went by and I
gesture for the curtains to open without fully opening

my eyes yet, but with fully charged nostrils, like a
newborn baby. Sooo bright!
I hop into the bathroom to brush my teeth with my
trusted Nu-Sonic brush. But first, I hold the brush inside
my mouth for 5 seconds, as a display appears projected
onto the bathroom mirror showing me a countdown.
The brush uses chemical sensors to monitor pH levels,
ketones and additional metrics such as the onset of flu
and more serious conditions like diabetes and cancers.
Now, I can proceed to brush my teeth. A cross-flesh
camera projects onto the mirror depicting laser brush
bristles as they blast through the bits of last night’s
dinner — leaving my gums healthy and my breath
feeling minty fresh.
I step into the shower and it automatically turns on.
“YSL Opium, please”, I say, And because I am feeling
creative, I ask for it with an extra dose of ….amber…
That’s a first but should come out nice. At that, my
shampoo, conditioner and body wash are ready to be
dispensed with my desired scent for the day. Ooooo it’s
perfect! And I ask for this one to be saved.
Today, all my personal care products, delivered by
drone, are fragrance-free. This way the smells don’t
clash and long gone are the days of fruity-peachy
shampoos that completely overpower the rest of my
scentscape. Next, come body lotion and deodorant…

Want to finish reading Olivia’s blog post? Head
to medium.com and search for ‘Olivia Jezler’
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latest launches
It’s all kicking off – afer a surprisingly slow start to 2019, we’re now enjoying a
fierce flurry of fabulous fragrant newness. Read on to discover everything that’s
happening in Scent-land...
DO YOU SPEAK PERFUME?
The question we are most asked at The Perfume Society’s
events is simply this: what is the difference between eau de
parfum, eau de toilette, perfume etc.? So for anyone who is
still confused, we thought we’d revisit the subject of
concentrations, in this edition of The Scented Letter.

reasonably expect before the last traces drift away and it’s
time to re-spritz.

EAU DE COLOGNE
Containing just 2-3% of aromatic compounds, the airiest,
most dilute type of fragrance. Don’t expect it to last long;
you’ll be lucky to get two hours out of it.

PERFUME/PARFUM
The longest-lasting on the skin, with 20-40% of scented
compounds (we’re seeing 50% in some cases, now). You may
still be able to smell traces of this on your skin next day. So
the bottom line is: you get what you pay for with fragrance
concentration. Parfum might seem more expensive – but
when you work out the ‘cost-per-hour’ as it lasts on your skin,
it may actually offer the best value.

EAU DE TOILETTE
Somewhere between 5-15% of aromatic ingredients, in a
water/alcohol base. Two to three hours’ wear is all you can

EAU DE PARFUM
A 10-20% concentration of oils (typically around 15%) – and it
lasts longer, accordingly – perhaps four to six hours.

TIP: If your nose tires when scent-schopping, sniff the crook of your
elbow deeply; it’ ‘re-sets’ the nose in seconds.
THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches
as on our perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your
visual clue to the families. These are listed below. Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know
which you fall into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first.
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ALL SAINTS

Metal Wave

Crisp, cold juniper berries are
juxtaposed with dry papyrus wood
in Metal Wave, from All Saints –
part of the store’s new trio of
impressive unisex scents. The
sharp citrus but honeyed scent of
magnolia weaves into the
fragrance, while a wave of soft,
sweet notes washes over you. An
unexpected contrast of notes that
is a true pleasure to wear – and
feels, we have to say, way more
comforting than metal on the skin.
£49 for 100ml eau de parfum
allsaints.com

BEDEAUX

ATELIER COLOGNE

Pacific Lime

Describing themselves as ‘smelltrotters’, Atelier Cologne’s vagabond
founders Sylvia Ganter and Christophe
Cervasel continue to seek scent
inspiration from far-flung lands –
paying tribute here to the tropical
heat, eye-popping colours and exotic
scents of the Pacific Mexican coast. A
cocktail of 91% natural ingredients, it
zings with lemon, orange, spearmint,
lime, eucalyptus, with a coconut note
from perfume house Robertet that
delivers a milky, sun-drenched warmth.
From £55 for 30ml Cologne Absolue
selfridges.com

ATKINSONS

Gold Fair in Mayfair

Atkinson’s Gold Fair in Mayfair is
like a love affair between cacao and
nutmeg – and for us, that’s a union
that was surely meant to be.
Housed in a stunning flacon
inspired by their luxe boutique –
head-to-toe gold leaf – it fuses
absinthe with spices. The heart of
soft iris is cocooned in warm cocoa
beans, on a base of vetiver, sage
and Ambrox that feels like a warm
embrace. Gentle, delicious and all
kinds of comforting.
£180 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Chouette

Rainbow Fantasy

BRITNEY

BY TERRY

Sussex-based Amanda Beadle is a
talented, self-taught artisan perfumer,
artist (and Perfume Society V.I.P. Club
member) whose Chienoir fragrance
scooped an Art & Olfaction Award in
2018. A luscious floral-musk, Chouette
(another from her trio of fragrances)
sets out to evoke balmy summer
nights with fireflies a-flicker in an
orchard of ripe fruits, via notes of
sweet citrus, cassis, soft woods, amber
and musk, garlanded by jasmine. A
highly impressive debut.
From £30 for 15ml eau de parfum
bedeaux.co.uk

Ablaze with iridescent oranges, pinks
and blues, here’s another eye-popping
edition to delight Britney Spears scent
collectors. Inviting us to ‘imagine a
place where the troubles of reality do
not exist and dazzling surprises await,’
it strikes up with fresh notes of lemon
caviar, cloudberry and pear, giving way
to a melody of Show Girl Peony,
iridescent water lily and jasmine
petals, before the finale of vibrant
woods, amber and ‘Prismatic Cotton
Candy’. A sweet Britney treat.
From £21.50 for 30ml eau de toilette
superdrug.com

‘The rose is my muse,’ maintains
Terry de Gunzburg. And here, the
make-up-artist-slash-perfume-genius
was inspired to take notes of rosa
Damascena absolute and rose petals,
brightening them with black pepper
and raspberry (perfectly matched by
the tint of the juice itself), which are
then enfolded in soft, buttery orris. As
it warms on the skin, the pulse
quickens, with amber, a smoked
saffron accord, patchouli and leather
teasing out rose’s naughty side.
£180 for 100ml + 8.5ml eau de parfum
escentual.com

Be Mine
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CALVIN KLEIN

Women

A scent for women who are
comfortable in their own skin, the
surprisingly green/fresh fruitiness of
eucalyptus with sparkling lemon and
luminescent jasmine settles to
reassuring woodiness, with an acorn
accord atop Alaskan cedarwood and
the sheer delicacy of orange flower. In
the base, there’s olibanum to soothe
the senses, cut through with a twist of
black pepper to add a little spice to
the proceedings. Effortlessly modern,
your new Calvin Klein go-to.
£78 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

CHLOE

CHANEL

Chance Eau Tendre

CHANEL

Les Exclusifs de Chanel 1957

Oh-so-beautifully rounded, like
layers of tulle or the petals of a
flower, this new interpretation by
Olivier Polge envelops you in waves
of deliciousness that seem to float
around you in a fragrant cloud. A
softly powdered, cottony yet creamy
elegance follows your every step, but
that opening zing of grapefuit and
quince really adds energy and lifts
the composition to above and
beyond, ensuring it never feels too
heavy or swaddling.
£67 for 50ml eau de toilette
chanel.com

Why 1957? That was the year Chanel
received the highest honour in
American fashion, the Nieman Marcus
Award for Distinguished Service. And
because Chanel’s New York flagship
(where this has been exclusively
available until now) is on E. 57th
Street. In this tribute by Olivier Polge,
bergamot and neroli transform into a
divine skin-scent via no less than eight
different musks and iris, becoming
honeyed and powdery while remaining
quintessentially ‘Chanel’.
From £155 for 75ml eau de parfum
chanel.com

Nomade

La Rose de Caroline

CHOPARD

CLOON KEEN ATELIER

Perfumer-of-the-moment Quentin
Bisch revisits Chloe’s 2018 addition to
their pillar fragrance line-up, Nomade,
bringing us a so-wearable eau de
toilette that is fresher and more
radiant than the original. Juicy with
lychee and sheer floral freesia, its
sunlit neo-Chypre structure owes
everything to a bold swathe of
oakmoss. Captured in the signature
fringe-accessorised flacon, it will no
doubt grace all the smartest tents
during this summer’s festival season.
From £40 for 30ml eau de toilette
At John Lewis

On present showing, we predict that it
will be roses, roses all the way in 2019.
A Bulgarian rose essential oil – pricier
than gold – thrums at the heart of
Alberto Morillas’s ultra-luxe creation
for his friend, Chopard Artistic Director
Caroline Scheufele (whose family
founded the jewellery house). Grasse
rose de Mai is also spiced by
cardamom and cinnamon, accented by
patchouli, cedar, cypriol and ultimately
sweetened by Madagascan vanilla.
Petal-perfect.
£495 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Inspired by a subversive 16th-century
Irish song, still sung to this day, this
Roisin Dubh (‘little black rose’)
smoulders beguilingly with smoky
incense, tobacco absolute and velvety
rose petals sprinkled in pepper. We
sense ringlets romantically tangled by
the wind, the softness of candlelight
on ink-stained love letters, with the
peaty depth of patchouli swirled
throughout. Galway-based Cloon Keen
combine contemporary elegance with
emotional lyricism, here.
£136 for 100ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com
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Roisin Dubh

E. COUDRAY

Caramel Blanc

Pure boudoir chic, Caramel Blanc is
offered up for our delectation in a
limited edition gift set that looks
just like a box of chocolates – and
what’s inside is equally moreish,
tempting us with ‘a sweet taste of
sin combined with floral notes.’
White musks, precious woods and
tonka bean, rose petals and freesia
are set against a backdrop of green
leaves – but its lingering dark secret
is that caramel note, paired with
Bourbon vanilla.
125 euros for 100ml eau de parfum
jovoyparis.com

GIORGIO ARMANI

ELIE SAAB

EX IDOLO

Girl of Now Forever

Lucid Dream

The Girl Of Now ‘gang’ will spend
Summer 2019 partying in Ibiza, we’re
reliably informed, where swimming
pools, crystalline seas and life itself
sparkle dazzlingly. Sophie Labbé and
Dominique Ropion set out to capture
that carefree spirit via a ‘Lebanese
lemonade’ note (a nod to the designer’s
home country), blending lemon zest
and raspberry with a new roseblackcurrant distillate. As the sun sets,
patchouli, cashmeran and vanilla come
out to play – ready to party all night.
From £42 for 50ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

An exploration of lucid dreaming – the
semi-meditative state in which
sleepers can control their dreams –
this brings us fizzing citrus, pink
pepper and davana, with softly
smoked osmanthus and clouds of rose
petals hovering on an updraft of white
patchouli incense. Beautiful drawings
were commissioned to accompany Ex
Idolo’s new scents (find them on their
website), with Lucid Dream illustrated
by a fox turning into a butterfly. This
feels almost as transformative.
£95 for 30ml eau de parfum
At Fenwick Bond Street

GUCCI

GUERLAIN

Sì Eau de Parfum Fiori

Winter’s Spring

Encens Mythique

The gifted Julie Massé (read all about
her on p.21) reinterprets Sì’s signature
Chypre theme in a fragrance that
bursts into life with sparkling green
mandarin and blackcurrant – the
familiar twin signatures of this
contemporary classic – before white
floral neroli unfurls its lush petals. As
the temperature rises, prepare for an
encounter with vanilla and white musk.
The elegant lines of the scent are
echoed in the Sì bottle, reincarnated
this time in a delicate nude pink.
From £54 for 30ml eau de parfum
armanibeauty.co.uk

A hit of optimism, here, from Gucci’s
exquisitely-bottled The Alchemist’s
Garden collection, via the powdery,
pompom blossoms of mimosa.
Alberto Morillas opens with an almost
vegetal greenness and a tingle of
black pepper, before revealing its
unashamedly feminine floral heart.
Soothing musks make for a trail as soft
as the delicate blooms themselves – a
seasonally perfect fragrance that
perfectly bridges the end of winter
and the beginning of joyful spring.
£240 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

Frankincense-powered Encens
Mythique joins the lacquered line-up
of Les Absolus d’Orient, its black
flacon tied with a ribbon trim and
adorned by a cap that ‘echoes the
rounded lines of the pinnacles of
Eastern monuments,’ we’re told.
Smoulderingly smoky, Thierry Wasser’s
‘neo-Oriental’ (as Guerlain describe it)
has a spiced rose at its heart – evoking,
to us, a walk through a souk at dusk
towards an old wooden doorway and a
secret garden beyond.
£139 for 125ml eau de parfum
harrods.com
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GUERLAIN

Mon Guerlain Bloom of Rose

The pace of Guerlain launches
continues to delight aficionados of the
much-loved perfume house, with this
new and (if that’s possible) even more
feminine spin on the blockbuster Mon
Guerlain. Thierry Wasser builds on its
cornerstone signature ingredients of
Carla lavender, sambac jasmine and
vanilla, adding sparkling flourishes of
neroli and armfuls of roses – and this
time, the neck of the classic
quadrilobé bottle is wrapped in deep
rose pink metal. Too, too pretty.
£49 for 30ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

JO MALONE LONDON

Bronze Wood & Leather

You might want to keep this under
lock and key. While all Jo Malone
London’s creations are technically
shareable, this is more unisex than
most, as warm and smoky as an
evening by the fireside in a
book-lined library, its blast of
juniper and grapefruit evoking the
citrus-infused gin and tonic in your
hand. A pulse of vetiver later adds
to Bronze Wood & Leather’s
distinct air of mystery, in the
lingering dry-down.
From £75 for 50ml Cologne Intense
jomalone.co.uk
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ISSEY MIYAKE

L’Eau d’Issey
Pure Petale de Nectar

The revolutionary L’Eau d’Issey
began life as a fragrance which set
out to evoke water. With L’Eau
d’Issey Pure Eau de Parfum, it was
reinvented as the scent of dew – and
now, that dew turns to nectar, in a
floral-gourmand eau de toilette that
is at first dripping with honeyed pear,
then offers up sheer rose notes that
are ultimately bathed in ambergris
and a cashmeran accord. That classic
‘raindrop’ bottle? Splashed with rose
gold, for this nectarous creation.
From £56 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

JEROBOAM

Boha

‘Yes please!’ to armfuls of white
flowers from the very first spritz –
exactly what we crave right now. Boha
is like running barefoot through a
meadow in a snowy muslin gown, with
almond, violet leaf and oakmoss as a
backdrop to the main affair, a whirl of
white musk supporting a flurry of
gardenia, jasmine and orange
blossom. A limited edition in
collaboration with the Parfum Buro
store in Ukraine, you’d better snap
this up before we buy them all.
£90 for 30ml extrait de parfum
jovoyparis.uk

JIMMY CHOO

Blossom Special Edition

Jimmy Choo never fails to put a
smile on our faces – and with
Blossom’s Special Edition, we’re
grinning all over again. A cocktail of
mandarin, crispy pear, bergamot and
a fruity hibiscus flower feels almost
bubblegum-like, with this
combination of lightly fruity notes
posed against a heart of dewy lily of
the valley and an aqueous pink
freesia. Sparkling, effervescent and
above all, fun. Wear it with your glad
rags – and your best shoes.
£48 for 60ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

JUICY COUTURE

Viva La Juicy Bowdacious

It’s always all about the bows, for
Juicy Couture Viva La Juicy – but this
limited edition takes that to an
extreme. (How timely, with bows in
all shapes and sizes dominating our
Instagram feeds, this season.) A ‘tidal
wave of luxe, pink, over the top
fantasy’, it conjures up a sundrenched pool party via the solar
vibrancy of tiaré, introduced by
Italian mandarin, Williams pear and
honeydew, all tied up in addictively
creamy tonka bean.
From £52 for 30ml
theperfumeshop.com

JUSBOX

KENZO

KEROSENE

Sirens & Sailors

Flower by Kenzo Eau de Vie

Dirty Flower Factory

JUSBOX are making a name with
musically-themed fragrances. The
spirit of the unforgettable British soul
singer Amy Winehouse is the
inspiration for this sultry rose, paying
homage to her voice with a kiss of
peachy osmanthus sweetness beneath
the smoky swagger of rum and whisky
absolute. That double-shot of
booziness in the heart softens to
suede-like whispers and a smooth
patchouli base that will resonate until
way past your bedtime.
£140 for 78ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Kenzo’s iconic Flower – originally
launched in 2001 and innovatively
imagining the scent of a poppy – here
becomes an olfactory melody of
fizzing freshness. Ginger tingles
through the happy-making neroli
essence in the top notes, before
sighing into the arms of orange
blossom and rose absolute. The slight
touch of tonka bean’s sweetness floats
on a cloud of white musk in the base
– it’s like wearing whisper-thin
cashmere on a sunshine-y day.
£59 for 50ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

An unconventional name from a highly
unconventional house you’re going to
fall hard for, thrillingly now stocked in
the UK by Roullier White. Those of you
who’ve joined us in following the
cult-status of motorcycle mechanic
turned self-taught perfumer, John
Pegg, get ready to wrap your noses
around this. ‘Flowers spiked with grit’
is the start of a filth-laden ride – think
tyre-tracks on crushed petals, chillispeckled blooms and a salty lick of
ambergris. Phwoar.
£135 for 100ml eau de parfum
roullierwhite.com

KILIAN

LES INDEMODABLES

Princess

With the full title of this new
departure for Kilian seen in the
photo above, no wonder it’s called
Princess for short. Kilian’s ‘My Kind
of Love’ collection (this is one of a
trio) is targeted at ‘fierce females’;
Princess sassily spices green tea
mocha with a shot of ginger.
Moving away from his original
flacon, this is eye-catchingly
packaged in black, emblazoned
with graphics. Fun, furiously flirty
and pleasingly accessibly-priced.
£55 for 30ml eau de parfum
bykilian.co.uk

Musc de Sables

Using a fresh hint of green mandarin
oil in the top notes, perfumers
Antoine Lie and Valerie Pulverail
soon get right to the heart of the
matter with a suede-like plunge into
heavenly orris absolute. One of the
most costly materials in the entire
perfume world, this treasure is
swathed in soft benzoin and smooth
patchouli before a silky stroke of
lithesome musks infuses a bitter
almond and cinnamon-sprinkled
base that delights as it warms.
£177 for 50ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

LUSH

Goddess

Who wouldn’t want to be presented
with a bottle of a fragrance called
Goddess? It lives up to the name with
a whole host of expensive (yet still
sustainably sourced) ingredients.
There is oudh from responsibly farmed
nurseries in Thailand and Damascus
roses plucked at dawn, smoky New
Caledonian sandalwood and waxy
jasmine, to transport you to the top of
Mount Olympus – from where you
should demand to be adored as you
exude this heavenly offering.
£45 for 30ml perfume
uk.lush.com
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MILLER HARRIS

MODERNIST

Brighton Rock’s big-hearted
protagonist Ida Arnold is muse for this
proper-handbag, lipstick-kissed,
buxom embrace of a scent. Think
glamorously disordered dressing
tables and déshabillé dames up to no
good (but with best of intentions)
amidst a powdery orris, carrot oil and
heliotrope affair. The amber-rich and
vanilla-infused dry-down is something
to snuggle up to and savour for simply
hours, and we confidently predict this
will be a huge hit.
£75 for 50ml eau de parfum
millerharris.com

Self-taught perfumer John Evans says:
‘I spent a lot of time remixing the head
notes, trying to find the citrus pitch I
wanted’ – and the result is a triumph.
With a hit of just-peeled zest, there are
elements of wake-me-up mandarin
and lemon, too, alongside both sweet
and bitter oranges. But it’s mostly a
silvery, seamless blend of honeysuckle,
musk and gentle amber – a
transformative fragrance that whispers
around you all day, catching you off
guard with radiant tenderness.
£150 for 50ml eau de parfum
modernistfragrance

MUGLER

NARCISO RODRIGEUZ

Violet Ida

Alien Fusion

One minute it’s hot, the next it’s cool.
(Well, strictly, Alien is always cool.) A
new addition to the Alien universe, its
futuristic, talismanic bottle reinvented
in fiery, translucent ruby red, this sets
out to bring us ‘the power of an
eclipse, captured in a bottle’, via
radiant sambac jasmine and orange
blossom, ablaze with ginger and
cinnamon, with carnal tuberose
igniting the heart before white amber
and Madagascan vanilla make their
presence known.
From £49 for 30ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com
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Geist

Pure Musc

Rodriguez’s scents are known for
their signature trails of soft musks
– but even we have to concede that
Pure Musc is one of Narciso’s most
irresistible creations to date. The
heart of musk is enhanced by white
flowers and Cashmeran, giving an
incomparable softness and warmth.
Worn alone it is mesmerising – but
layered with one or more of the
designer’s other contemporary
classic ‘For Her’ scents, it becomes
downright intoxicating.
£68 for 50ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

MOSCHINO

Toy 2

The latest from Moschino’s cheeky
Jeremy Scott is utterly irresistible.
‘A teddy bear is a great universal
sign of joy,’ the designer has said
– and really, who can argue with
that? Toy 2 is a beam-worthy blend
of mandarin and apple, with a
delicate floral heart. Radiant and
bright with an air-dried-sheets
cleanliness to it, the teddy bear
bottle is all kinds of tongue-in-chic
kitsch. We just can’t wait to bring
this guy home.
£45 for 30ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

ROJA PARFUMS

Elixir Pour Femme

A powder-pink bottle hints at a juice
to bring out the soft side of even the
most kick-ass scent-lover. The latest
from fragrance expert Roja Dove is the
richest of bouquets, with a fruity intro
of raspberry and peach segueing to
armfuls of geranium, rose, jasmine,
heliotrope, ylang ylang, lily of the
valley, cooled slightly by violet leaf.
The conclusion is definitely rated 18+,
meanwhile, melding cinnamon, cedar,
sandalwood, cashmere woods,
ambrette and musk.
£225 for 100ml essence de parfum
rojaparfums.com

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

Amo Flowerful

Amo Flowerful’s bottle will stop you in
its tracks even before you get a
whisper of what’s inside, with its
unique iridescent rainbow finish,
created using innovative Prisma
technology. The scent was born out of
perfumer Marie Salamagne’s vision for
a rainbow garden ‘full of sparkling
flowers’ – brought to life via an Italian
bitter accord, faceted with jasmine,
plum blossom, peony and juicy
elements of blackcurrant and lemon.
Easy on the eye, easy on the nose.
From £42 for 30ml eau de toilette
harveynichols.com

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE

SHAY & BLUE

White Peaches

Forget the variety you might find in
your fruit bowl – here, a floral
delicacy exudes from the flesh of
white peaches, swirled through with
an elderflower granita for a freshness
that feels like sunshine and
happiness, bottled. Shay & Blue
excel at unique combinations, this
one unusually grounded with a soft
wisp of silver birch within the woody
base. It’s a sorbet of a scent to
quench your thirst for something
delightful and new to wear.
From £25 for 10ml eau de parfum
shayandblue.com

TED BAKER

Est ’88

Created in collaboration with TB’s
talented womenswear designers, Est
’88 is the most upscale of Ted Baker’s
fragrances to date. It’s a dazzling citrus
interwoven with delicate blossoms and
a sharp green dimension, with
petitgrain and mandarin poured over
ripe juicy pears and green stems.
Cardamom-laced lilies, bright neroli
and fresh roses make for a luscious
floral heart, enhanced with a warming
amber and soft woods for longevity,
spritzed from a ‘baby pink’ flacon.
From £30 for 30ml eau de toilette
tedbaker.com

Andalusian Soul

Tiffany Sheer Eau de Toilette

TIFFANY & CO.

TIZIANA TERENZI

May we suggest you reach for this as
the perfect pick-me-up on dark days?
Its rich amber and rum are infused
with the delicate, honeyed blossoms
of acacia, while the heart swirls with
balsamic notes, a deeply resinous,
cistus labdanum and a smoky accord.
Ultimately, smooth vanilla and
aromatic sage make their presence
felt. This glowing scent feels
optimistically like holiday evenings
strolling by swathes of night blooms
humming their sweet scent in the air.
£120 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Here comes that dazzling, faceted
bottle again, glinting ever-morebrightly to showcase the most
sparkling interpretation yet of the
hugely successful Tiffany & Co.
fragrance – described as ‘the aromatic
equivalent of a diamond in its purest
form.’ Be seduced by a multi-faceted
structure that offers blackcurrant,
green mandarin, rose oil and ylang
ylang, softened by the signature iris
note, yet again played so masterfully
by the renowned nose Daniela Andrier.
From £49 for 30ml eau de parfum
tiffany.co.uk

Wearing this feels like having walked
into one of those impossibly perfect
holiday brochures – all white sands
lapped by sapphire blue sea. Cool,
woody breezes of vetiver and
sandalwood softly tickle the creamy,
warm-skin vanilla and rich patchouli,
with lusciously fruity flashes of mango,
lemon, bergamot and green mandarin
keeping the tropical vibe at the
forefront of your deliriously fragrant
daydreams. Spritz whenever you yearn
to escape.
£250 for 100ml extrait de parfum
selfridges.com

Bianca Puro
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THE MEN’S ROOM

AMOUAGE

ANIMA VINCI

Opus XI

Sesame Chan

Amouage’s The Library Collection sets
out to ‘defy all preconceived notions
and transcend gender, age, race, trend
and time.’ For the eleventh olfactory
exploration in the Opus line-up,
Christopher Chong (see p.26)
combines oudh with marjoram, styrax
and a note of Woodleather to deliver
a smoky, mysterious, powerfully
animalic sillage. The tactile box and
bottle, meanwhile, are inspired by the
shape and feel of a small book. A
pleasure to hold – and to spray.
£235 for 50ml eau de parfum
amouage.com

Used for centuries in Buddhist
meditation rituals, the dry, nutty,
woodiness of sesame seeds entwines
with the shadowy cool depths of
vetiver for quite the most comforting
fragrance. Perfectly in balance with
Anima Vinci’s feel-good ethos, a warm
hug of ginger tingles through an
almost iris-like carrot heart, with
hazelnut and cedar grounding us
further in the softly woody base. Might
we go so far as to suggest it’s
positively transcentdental...?
£170 for 100ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

DS & DURGA

GUCCI

CZECH & SPEAKE

Villa Ausonia

Capturing life-affirming lungfuls of
the Atlantic air you’ll inhale when
visiting South West France, this is a
far cry from the 90s era of ozonic
scents. Villa Ausonia’s fruity/
gourmand touch is delightfully
reviving, as the fragrance invokes the
scent of pine forests, a pear-like
lusciousness and an impression of
lusty waves crashing against a
rugged shoreline. This has ‘modern
classic’ written all over it – and we’ll
be borrowing it, often.
£125 for 100ml eau de parfum
czechandspeake.com

HERMÈS

Amber Teutonic

The Voice of the Snake

Terre d’Hermès

From a lofty mountaintop perch,
admire the leafy pine forest stretching
endlessly, then nip in to a handy log
cabin and wrap yourself in warm,
woollen blankets of deep amber hues.
Sitting by the smoky wood fire,
perhaps having indulged in some
romantic exchange of body-warmth,
wafts of emerald freshness and a
darker, softly snarling base remind us
we’re all beasts at heart. Yet another
sure-fire success from this effortlessly
urbane, Brooklyn-based niche house.
£220 for 100ml eau de parfum
libertylondon.com

From Alberto Morillas’s stunning The
Alchemist’s Garden collection (see
also p.51), named for a serpent’s
movement through a forest, Voice of a
Snake is focused around notes of
precious oudh. That rich and
mysterious wood is entwined with dry
patchouli and smooth leathers, with
whispers of spicy saffron singing
through this dark, deep blend. An
intoxicating creation that demands
you come closer, it’s as mesmerising as
a snake charmer’s song.
£240 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

Jean-Claude Ellena described Terre
d’Hermes as like ‘Feeling the earth,
lying on the ground, gazing at the sky’
– and didn’t he translate that perfectly,
in aromatic form? A play between
mineral and woody notes, this Terre
d’Hermès pure perfume concentration
of the classic maintains the refined
level of chic for which we so revere this
luxury house. Grapefruit and orange
are enhanced with shiso – the zesty,
minty plant of Asian origin – before
cedar soothes, in the conclusion.
£84 for 75ml parfum
johnlewis.com
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JAGUAR

JOHN VARVATOS

MUGLER

Jaguar Stance

JV x NJ Red Edition

Alien Fusion Man

Elegantly poised betwixt an energetic
freshness and an almost translucent
fruitiness, cardamom, mandarin and
apple segue seamlessly to the
cashmere-wrapped heart of grassycool vetiver and a clean patchouli that
sings of just-showered skin rather than
forest floors. Musk, amber and vanilla
add warmth to the dry-down, and what
lingers will have you coming back for
second-sniffs the whole day through.
Another one we’ll definitely be
sneaking spritzes of ourselves, thanks.
£45 for 100ml eau de toilette
marksandspencer.com

The second collaboration between the
rock world’s go-to menswear designer
and musician Nick Jonas, this limited
edition Cologne is one for the
after-party, long after the last chord
has been played on stage. Calabrian
bergamot, crushed cedar, carbonated
coffee and Cuban rum jostle for space
in the deep red lacquer signature
Varvatos bottle with lavender, leather,
saffron, ambergris, labdanum, vetiver,
salted musks and Ambrocenide.
JV x NJ fans will love this encore.
From £52 for 75ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

Three vibrations fuse in the sapphire
glass flacon to create an ‘olfactory
inferno’, as Mugler put it. First, the
Tumultuous Vibration, with ginger,
cinnamon and woodiness. Next, the
Sophisticated Vibration, suffused with
carnal osmanthus flower and animalic
Oriental leather. And as it reaches its
explosive finale, Alien Man Fusion
offers up an Electrifying Vibration,
overdosing smoked beechwood,
alongside green coffee and ‘vegetal
inflections’. The earth may well move.
From £47 for 50ml eau de toilette
mugler.co.uk

PRYN

VERSACE

VIKTOR&ROLF

Turkish Leather

Eros Flame

Spicebomb Night Vision

Proudly showcasing Thailand’s first
fragrance house, Roullier White are
already struggling to keep this
glorious scent in stock – one whiff and
you’ll be clamouring for the luxuriously
spiced leather, too. Sprinkled with
rosewater, speckled with allspice,
featuring deliciously caramelised
dates, there’s a dusting of chocolate-y
cacao powder and whispers of incense
that make this a must-have feast for all
the senses. Get yourself a sample and
be first in the queue for a full bottle!
£139 for 50ml eau de parfum
roullierwhite.com

Presented in a stunning, ruby red
flacon that hints heavily at the passion
within, at first spritz here we plunge
into a fabulously dandy mix of orange,
rose and geranium – and hoorah for
adding more flowers to fellas’
fragrances! The heart is a sensuous
feast of patchouli rippled with vanilla
and tonka beans – and just in case
you’d thus far resisted the God of
Love this Versace fragrance is inspired
by, prepare to succumb to the
unashamedly pepper-flecked finale.
£85 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Viktor&Rolf newness doesn’t come
along every day. Or night, in this
instance, with a striking bottle tinted
to echo the green glow of after-dark
spy cameras. Pierre Negrin and
Nathalie Lorson collaborated on this
fougère-woody scent, bathed in green
cardamom, green mandarin and a
Granny Smith accord, edgily spiced by
black chilli, clove, black pepper and
nutmeg. And to keep him warm in the
darkness, it’s wrapped up in roasted
almond and tonka bean absolute.
From £55 for 50ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com
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IT TAKES ME RIGHT BACK

“

SEAWEED. PEBBLES.
While trips to our local
Fresh, salty air. Driftwood.
beaches definitely shaped
Nothing transports me back in
those initial olfactory memories,
time like those smells, Tardiswhen I turned eight we upped
ing me to balmy summers
our game and started spending
spent ricocheting between the
our summers sailing with my
Palace Pier and Brighton Beach,
mum’s best friend and her
undercliff walks to Ovingdean,
family on their yacht, Kasu.
or the many hours spent
We’d be gone for months at
listening to bands in the various
a time and would come back
beachside bars, once I reached
somewhat weather-beaten,
the age of 18.
sporting the kind of golden
My parents moved from
glow you can only get from
London to Brighton when I
spending time in the middle of
was six months old and from
the ocean.
that moment onwards pretty
I remember that every part
much every spare second was
of the boat always smelled of
spent by the sea. We’d head
the sea, but in a totally different
there with numerous friends
way to my trips to Brighton’s
and family in tow, plus a picnic
beaches: salty wood, mixed
hamper full of food. Hours
with a dash of diesel. It seeped
would be spent skimming
into the furnishings and clothes,
stones, swimming in the sea
hair and skin; while at first it
When it comes to olfactory
and basking in the sun while
had an almost musty tinge to it,
listening to the gentle roar of
memories, beaches have the power a few days in we’d have grown
the waves.
to love it.
to instantly draw writer Alice Jones
In peak summer, we’d just
Every few days or so,
sit there and breathe in the
depending on where we were
back to her Sussex childhood
watery freshness of the moist
sailing to, we’d dock in a
air combined with sun cream.
marina or port at night. When
In the winter, we’d stroll along
the temperature dropped we’d
the windswept shore, letting that thick, heavy, salt-laden
be hit by the offshore breeze – the smell of trees, the earth
breeze batter us from all angles. The one thing both trips
and plants. But I was always drawn back to the salty scent of
would have in common is the utter feeling of contentment
being aboard.
afterwards – oh, and of course wavy beach hair, rosy cheeks
Even to this day, a trip home to Brighton’s beach brings
and, most satisfying of all, salty skin and lips; salt on the
back countless happy memories and a feeling of
skin leaves a tackiness and almost bitter taste in
comfort. It was, after all, not only the place
its path that can only be acquired via a trip
I spent most of my childhood, but also
to the beach.
the first place I truly became aware of
I remember one particular trip
scent’s power – and, quite possibly,
during the summer holidays when
the reason my sense of smell is so
my mum fell asleep in the midday
important in my life now.
heat on Covington Beach (easily
Those early olfactory
done). We kids played obliviously
encounters kindled an unbridled
and as the adults chatted, the
love of fragrance generally.
sea slowly made its way further
They’re definitely the reason I
and further up the shore. Instead
fell for the countless sea saltof waking her up, my dad
inspired perfumes that started
thought it would be hilarious to
emerging a few years back. Now
leave her dozing in its path. When
that I live in London a regular trip
the cold water lapped over her legs
to the beach isn’t as easy. But one
and she leaped up in utter shock,
spritz of Jo Malone London
Dad quickly discovered that she didn’t
Woodsage and Sea Salt and
share the joke.
I’m straight back there.

Sea Salt

”

“ Salt on the skin leaves a tackiness and almost bitter
taste that can only be acquired via a trip to the beach”
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